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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
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Put out a White Pine and a
Japanese Black Pine yesterday. The Black Pine looks
suspiciously like a Lob Lolly
Pine, and the Slash Pine does
too
RETIRING TEACHERS—Four teachers from the Calloway County School System were honored
at a recent meeting. The four represented over 115 years of teaching experience. Mrs. Mrytle Jones,
41.4 years, Mrs. Estelle Outland, 41.8 years, Mrs. Mabel Redden, 27 years, and Mrs. Mary Louise
Outland, 10 years, were honored Left to right, Mrs. Jones, William Miller, superintendent, and Mrs.
Estelle Outland.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Two Workers Injured
At Fisher-Price Site
Two workers were injured at
about 4 p.m. Wednesday at the
construction site of the FisherPrice Toy Plant, according to
J.L. Jones, office manager of
Construction
Daniel
the
Company'.
Injured were Stu Phillips, 21,
of Fordsville, who is a Murray
State University student, and
James Smith, 26, of Cadiz.
The workers were reportedly
moving bar joists for roof
decking at the time of the accident. They fell from the 35foot roof, Jones said.
Srnith Landed in some mud,
Jones said, and was not
seriously injured. MurrayCalloway County Hospital officials said Smith was treated
and released. Phillips struck a
wall before landing an the

Donald R. Lockhart
Graduaii Of School

-Doran Presides
At Bank Meet

ground and suffered a fractured
rib and chest injuries, the
hospital official said. He is
listed in satisfactory condition
this morning.
The men were employes of
the Holt and Holt construction
company of Milan, Tenn., a subConcontractor of Daniel
struction, Jones said.

Legion Post Plans
Meeting On Friday
Murray Post 73 of the
American Legion will hold its
regular monthly meeting at the
Legion home Friday, May 11, at
7:30 pm. All members are
urged to attend as nominations
for officers for the coming year
will be discussed.
Commander Roy Folsom also
reminded veterans who are in
need of assistance with claims
that a Service Officer will he
present from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m.
Plans have been completed to
send three boys to Blue Grass
Boys State again this year.
These boys will be recognized at
a later date along with their
sponsors.

H. Glenn Doran, Chief
Executive officer of the Peoples
Bank of Murray, presided at the
annual meeting of Group I of the
Kentucky Bankers Association
held at the Jaycee Civic Center,
Paducah, on Tuesday evening.
The thirteen counties included in Group I are Ballard,
Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle,
Crittenden, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, Livingston, Lyon,
Marshall, McCracken, and
Trigg.
Rufus A. Martin, a retired
banker from Pine Bluff, Ark.,
was the main speaker and usal
as his theme, "Let's Look in the
Mirror."
Officers elected for the new
year to start in Setember were
Aubrey W. Lippert, Paducah.,
president; Kenneth Crews,
Fulton, secretary; E. G. Wolfe,
-1.aCenter. vice-president
Present for the dinner were
780 persons.

The Murray Board of
Education has been notified by
the State Department of
Education that one kindergarten unit will be allotted
this school district for the 197374 school year
This is one of 100 units that
will be operating in Kentucky as
part of a pilot program to study
the feasibility of public kindergartens for Kentucky, Fred
Schultz, local school superintendent, said.
"This will be a limited
program with one teacher and a
maximum of forty students,"
Schultz said. "There will be
twenty students in the morning
session and twenty students in
the afternoon session."
The kindergarten will be
located at the Carter or
Robertson School depending on
which school is most convenient
to the majority of students.

Don Hendley Singers
To Give Church Program
The Ali Hendley Singers will
be feaitfred in a special
program at the Pentecostal
Church of God, Lynnville, on
Sunday, May 13, at two p.m.
Rev. Dave Morgan, pastor of
the church, invites the public to
attend the program. The church
Is located on a secondary road,
Pe miles behind the Lynnville
Baptist Church.

Independence Class To
Serve Supper Saturday

Due to the fact that
enrollment will be limited, the
Murray Board of Education has
directed that priority be given
those students not qualifying for
Headstart or enrolled in a
private kindergarten, Schultz
pointed out. It is felt that by
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Gibson Locker
Plant Awarded
Federal Grant

indictments Are
Returned Today

The May term of the Calloway
County Grand Jury, in a report
issued today to Circuit Court
Judge James M. Lassiter
recommended that the City of
(See Kindergarten, Page 1.6)
Murray and the County of
Calloway "enact and enforce a
and
(dog) leash law in our citY
county."
ounty School
The report said that "the
*--Grand Jury is aware that dogs
are, in some instances, a
— menace to children, older
people, and other citizens as
they walk the streets of our
The May meeting of the city," and that "we believe this
Calloway County Board of is the only method of solving the
Education was held this week, dog problem."
with routine business being
The grand jury returned
to fourteen indictments, which are
conducted, according
William Miller, superintendent. as follows:
Noble Bumphis, murder;
Business included the apWilliam Leon Adams, sale of
proval of architect's drawings
of the three new county marijuana;
schools, apBill Johnson, possession of
elementary
plications for federally-funded marijuana;
Terry Manning and Lawrence
programs, and advertisement
for bids on bus tires, gasoline, Spinks, one count of storehouse
bus insurance, workmen's breaking and one count of
compensation insurance, milk, forgery;
Ray Massey, Gene Lamb,
and chain link fencing.
The board also acted to Lawrence Spinks, and Terry
designate the Bank of Murray Manning, storehouse breaking.
Harry "Buddy" Gill, and
as the depository bank for
school funds for next year. The Terry Manning, storehouse
board alternates between the breaking;
Harry "Buddy" Gill, and
two local banks each year.
houseCompton,
The check policy was also Terry
forth breaking;
setting
adopted,
Harry "Buddy" Gill and
regulations for the payment of
funds by the board. The policy Terry Manning, two counts of
says that in checks may be foregery and one count of aiding
issued between board meetings, and abetting in forgery;
Cecil Outland, two counts of
except to avoid penalty
payments, to take advantage of sale of alcoholic beverage in
discounts, and to pay contract local dry option territory;
One juvenile, indicted by the
salaries.
The resignations of four grand jury but returned to
retiring teachers, and two other juvenile court by Judge
teachers were accepted. Mrs. Lassiter, for cold checking;
Randy Pace, housebreaking;
Paula Duncan is accepting a
Hal Cathy and Jackie Broach.
position with Murray State, and
Mrs. Ellen Beane is moving to two counts storehouse breaking
Tennessee, Miller said. The and one count petty larceny;
Two other indictments were
resignation of Mrs. Sharilyn
Erwin of Almo School was also returned, but the persons
named have not been pickeci up
accepted.

C
Board Holds
Meeting

The Junior Sunday School
Class of the Independence
United Methodist Church will
Sgt. Donald R. Lockhart, son
sponsor a supper at the church
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert R.
on Saturday, May 12, with
Lockhart, 616 Chestnut, Calvert
serving to be from five to eight
City, has graduated from the
p.m.
Military Airlift Command's
The price will be one dollar
Noncommissioned Officer
for hot dog, chili, dessert, and
Julia Wicks, Marketing Academy at Norton AFB,
drink. The public is invited to
Department, Phillips California.
attend, a church spokesman
Petroleum Company in an
Lockhart, who received DAR Chapter Meets At
Gibson Locker Plant, N. said.
article entitled, "How to make advanced military leadership
Third, has been awarded a
the most out of your Job," lists and management training, is a Crossland Home Saturday
federal grant of meat inthe following points:
search and rescue controller at
The Captain Wendell Oury spection, allowing them to sell
He is
1. Take time to accept and
Albrook AFB, C.Z.
of the Daughters of the meat and poultry in interstate
Chapter
individual assigned to a unit of the
your
assume
well as foreign commerce,
and American Revolution will meet as
responsibility.
Rescue
Aerospace
according to Dr. Glenn Garp.m.
1:30
at
May
12,
Saturday.
perwhich
Recovery Service
2. Take time to think.
Hess wood, supervisor for meat and
forms mercy air rescue arid at the home of Mrs.
3. Take time to cooperate.
Crossland on Kentucky Lake. poultry inspection in West
evacuation.
4. Take time to get the facts.
Mrs. Corine McNutt will Kentucky.
Sgt Lockhart is a 1960
5. Take time to plan.
CAPE KENNEDY,Fla.( AP
A federal inspector will visit
the program on "Water
6. Take time to know your graduate of Murray High present
the plant daily, Garwood said, — The Skylab 1 astronauts reConservation."
School. His wife, Sandra, is the
company.
Persons who do not know the to make sure that products are hearse their launching into
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. O.N.
7. Take time to listen.
to Mrs. Crossland's home labeled correctly as to earth orbit today as the counway
8. Take time to put first things Skoglund, Mobile, Ala. Sgt. and
may
meet at the home of Mrs. Ingredients and that the tdown continued for the rocket
Mrs. Lockhart have two
first.
John Livesay at New Concord at statement accurately reflects firings which will send the men
children, Keith and Karen.
9. Take time to do it now.
and hardware for this nation's
the contents.
one pm.
10. Take time to be on time.
Dan first space station aloft next
Mrs.
The
plant,
owned
by
11. Take time to understand the
Hutson is the only locker plant week.
FREE KITTENS
KrITENS ARE FREE
other fellow.
in
Three
six
about
kittens,
Calloway County to be
old,
weeks
six
Four
Wearing space suits, Charles
kittens,
12. Take time to do your best.
are free to persons for pets. For weeks old, with long hair, are awarded the
Conrad Jr., Paul J. Weitz and
13. Take time to be efficient.
ice Dr. Joseph P. Kerwin schedfree to persons for pets. For Garwood
dod ef
. eralBegrrnant.
ded
said.
14. Take time to make in- information call 435-5191 or 435Wiaehart is the plant manager
information call 753-6376.
5193.
uled most of the day in a simutelligent decisions.
lator at the Johnson Space Cen15. Take time to keep your eyes
ter in Houston
on your goal.
They want to sharpen their
16. Take time to make helpful
skills for the real thing next
suggestions.
Tuesday when a Saturn 1B
17. Take time for self imrocket is to hoist them into orprovement.
bit to begin pursuit of the Sky18. Take time to learn.
lab workshop which is to be
their orbiting home for four
weeks.
The Skylab, large as a threebedroom house, is to be
EMMINIIIMIMIMMONIM=1.
launched by a Saturn 5 rocket
at 1:30 p.m. EDT Monday into
Comdderable cloudiness and
en orbit 270 miles high. The aswarm today, with a chance of a
•
tronauts will follow at 1 p.m
few showers. Showers ending
tonight.
the next day.
•
cooler
and turning
Conrad. Weitz and Kerwin
High today in the low to mid
are to execute a series of in80s, low tonight in the upper
tricate maneuvers over a re
50s. Decreasing cloudiness and
hour period as they track down
cooler Friday, with the high
and link up with the big laboraaround 70. Fair and cool Saturtory. Once aboard they will
day.
conduct nurnerous medical, sci414
Outlook
Kentucky's Extended
and earth resources exentific
Bern'"
Dr. Glenn GliFirood, supervisor for meat and poultry inspeetion la West Kenturty, gives
For Saturday through Monday
left, periments in an effort to learn
At
plant.
It-the
locker
awarded
seasonably
grant
federai
the
and
rhea,
fan"
Generally
-Wriehart,"minitter at Mee Locker
whether man can live and perMrs. Dan Hewes,owner of the firm. The grant allows the firm to (tell meat and poultry in intersUri. form useful tasks in space over
cool Saturday through Monday,
as well as foreign commerce.
with highs near 70 and lows in
Staff Photo by Os% id Hill long periods.
the 40ei

-Jackie Clitt said that "When
I was a kid we didn't have a
radio or T.V. in our house. My
father believed a piece of furniture should be quiet and mind
its own bininess."

•

10' Per Copy

Kindergarten Program Approved
For Murray Independent Schools

-7

Thanks to somebody for
mowing the grass in front of our
house along the road.

Mns. Shirley Chisholm was
introduced one time as "FreshWoman — Congress — Person
Chisholm."

Sixteen Pages

".*

Leash Law Advised
By May Grand Jury

If a group of sheep is a flock
and a group of quail a bevy,
then a group of camels must be
a carton.

Like we say, attitude is
everything. Two V.:.ntry men
awe promoted to CI.- porta. One
said "Big deal. Another lousy
twelve bucks a month." The
other said, "Just think. Eleven
more promotions and I'm a
general."
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In Our 94th Year

-Seen&Heard
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Murray

Fellow says he only needs his
glasses for certain things, like
reading a menu or finding a
restaurant

Today
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Wonder if somebody who
knows something about birds
could enlighten us on this one.
This is a bird about the size of a
Towhee, slate gray all over,
makes a sound like a common
Sparrow, and consorts with
Grackles and birds of about the
same size which we think might
be Cowbirds but may be a
phase of the Grackle. Neither
this slate gray bird nor the birds
of his size are as large as the
Grackle. The other birds have a
brown head but act like
Grackles. They go through this
bit of swelling up and sticking
their head up in the air when
they challenge another bird.
This small slate gray bird does
none of these things, but is
always seen with the Grackles.
Help anyone'
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Member of Associated Press

One Section

A
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yet, according to county at
torney Sid Easley. Bench
warrants have been issued,
Easly said.
The complete report of the
Grand Jury is as follows:
Grand Jury Report
To the Honorable James M.
Lassiter, Judge:
We, the members of the May
1973 Grand Jury of _ Calloway
County, Kentucky, would now
respectfully reportthat we have
considered all criminel offenses
brought to our attention and all
criminal offenses of which we
had knowledge, and we have
(See Grand Jury,Page 16

Skylab Astronauts Rehearse
Launching Into Orbit Today

The Weather

The Skylab 2 and 3 crews will
rocket up to the same skylab in
August and November. each for
eight week stays.
On the Saturn 5 launch pad
today, crews purged fuel tanks
on the rocket and fed electrical
power to the Skylab vehicle to
test its electrical systems and
miles of wiring.
Lightning struck a mast atop
the Saturn 5 launch service

tower during a thunderstorm
Wednesday. It did no apparent
harm, but crews retested all
flight hardware to make certain. The count down was not
affected
Meanwhile, 131 tracking station technicians who had been
on strike for 13 days reached
agreement on Wednesday ending their contract dispute with
the Bendix Field Engineering
Division.

Poppy Sale To
Be Saturday By
The Auxiliary
Mrs. Cleo.40_km, president of
American Legion Auxiliary,
announced today that the local
unit will hold its annual poppy
sale Friday and Saturday. May
11 and 12.
Mrs. Sykes said that more
than $300,000 is paid annually to
disabled service men and
women in hospitals throughout
the nation for making the
poppies that are sold. For many
of them this is the only income
they have.., .
Proceeds from the kcal sales
of poppies will be used for
rehabilitation projects for
veterans and their families
under the Constitution and ByLaws of the National American
Legion.
The Poppy was selected as
the memorial flower of the
American Legion and Auxiliary
because in the spring of 1919
they grew in such abundance on
the battlefields of France where
so many of our men lost their
lives, Mrs. Sykes said.
More than 25,000,000 poppies
are made by disabled veterans
and sold annually under the
supervision of the Legion
Auxiliary. They are made of
crepe paper by hand by the
disabled veterans in hospitals
and workrooms in 40 states. The
workers receive pay for each
poppy and the materials are
furnished by the Department in
the states where the hospitals
are located.
Mrs. Sykes also reminded all
auxiliary members of the
regular meeting to be held
Friday night at the Legion
home. All members are urged
to attend as many important
items of business are to be
discussed.

KL
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purchase of the "Jaws of life" emergency rescue tool for use in
A DONATION of $51) toward
Murray and Calloway County_has been made by the Suanyside Homemakers Club. The money was
derived from the bake sales conducted by the club. Making the presentation were Mrs. Edwin Jennings, left, dab president, and Mrs. Keys MeCuiston, rigbr club secretary. Accepting the check on
behalf of the Murray Woman's Club,sponsor of the tool purch,as,et was Mrs. John Belt, center, second
•ice-president, of the Woman's Club.
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Move Under Way To Restore
Death Penalty In Some States
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Horse Cents
Think your meat bills are going into orbit, ladies?
iteaa on.
Memphis Park Commission recently authorized
purchase of 46,800 pounds of frozen horsemeat from
a Nebraska packing firm to keep Overton Park Zoo
in good supply.
The order consisted of 31,200 pounds of chopped
boneless horsemeat at 40.5 cents a pound; 10,400
pounds of front quarters with bone at 33 cents a
pound, 2,600 pounds of boneless chuck at 54.3 cents a
pound, and 2,600 pounds of horse livers at 43 cents a
pound. Total tab was $18,596.50.
The little wife could scrimp a bit if she bought beef
and pork in such quantities. Trouble is, she would
have to mortgage the family bungalow....and sell the
jalopy
and ..But for a moment, dream of what
mom could do with the trading stamps—Memphis
(Tenn.) Commercial Appeal.

A six-cent serving of dry beans will provide the
same amount of protein as 66 cents worth of porterhouse steak or 67 cents of lamb chops.
So say the Department of Agriculture people,
adjusting their slide rules to February cost-of-living
figures, We believe them.
We accept also the advice that a free glass of tap
water will quench as much thirst as a 45-cent mug of
beer.—Norfolk ( Va.) Virginian-Pilot

Capitol Hill—The Senate fell three votes short
Wednesday of passing legislation that would have
required bylines on all newspaper articles.
Having tried their hands at the newspaper
business, some members were
thought to be
considering, according to uninformed sources,
another novelty, the state's business.—Nashville
(Tenn.) Banner

Hoyt Craig, age 66, di,ed this morning at his home
in the Mason's Chapel community.
The City of Murray sold 6334,000 in water and
sewer bonds at the City Council meeting last night.
These are to finance the construction of a main
sewer line to serve the area between Sycamore
Street and Glendale Road.
A two run double by Mike Sykes and the four hit
pitching of Mitch Gibbs powered the Murray College
High Colts to a 4-1 victory over Bent,on in the finals of
the district baseball tournament here yesterday.
Homer Pogue showed slides of flowers and birds in
Canada and the Western United States at the
meeting of the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

20 Years
=Dow•mos irna

By G. DAVID WALLACE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Four
U.S.-manufactured 1973 cars
have performed in federal tests
within the new, relaxed pollution levels set by the government for 1975.
Detroit's Big Three automakers have attacked the auto
mission levels as extremely
severe and almost impossible
to meet without complicated
devices that filter exhaust
gases.
Sources at one automaker estimated that as many as 33 other 1973 models tested by the
Protection
Environmental
Agency came so close to meeting the 1975 levels that '75 models probably could meet the
levels. The reason is that less
stringent emission test conditions are planned for that year.
The EPA's certification test
results on the four 1973 US.
cars and a fifth, a
12:
made Peugeot station Filv;
were published without fanfare
last week in the Federal Register.
Asked about these results,
Eric Stork of the EPA's auto
pollution office said he could
not characterize the 1973 cars
as having already met the 1975
standards because comparing
current and 1975 standards is
complex and results can vary.
But the EPA tests show that
each U.S. automaker "is marketing a car which has a high
potential for meeting the 1975
standards," Stork said.
Spokesmen for the Big Three
automakers--General Motors,
Ford and Chrysler—daid that

G. Tandy Smith, architect who designed all but
two of the buildings on the Murray State College
campus, died suddenly on May 8 at Paducah.
"There is a new four way stop at the intersection
,of South 4th and -Poplar Streets,"- from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray!' New officers of the Kirksey High School Chapter of
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky., —
the Future Homemakers of America are Anna Lou ..Open house activities will ofDoores, Aleta Cunningham, Shirley Bazzell, Linda ficially begin the observance of
, Fay Beach, Sue Culver, Betty Zane Johnson, Clara the annual Armed Forces Day
at Fort Cambpell on Saturday,
' Fay Ellison, and Anna,Adams.
also
Bisbee's Comedians will begin a one week May 19. This day will long
initiate the post-wide, week
• engagement here May 11. The tent will be located on activities dubbed "Week of the
• the Williams Show Grounds, West Main Street.
Eagles."
With the AFD theme "Serving
the Nation," personnel of the
101st Airborne Division and post
units welcome friends and
neighbors from surronding
all appearance of evil. I communities to view first hand
Abstain from
the
Thessalonians 5:22.
training
and
acWhet a small rule to follow! And yet it brings complishments of the military
force in action.
greatest rewards and satisfaction.
Armed Forces Day will begin
at 10:00 a.m. and continue to
4:00 p.m. Everyone will have
the opportunity to participate in
the planned day's activities.
by Carl Riblet Jr.
- Youngsters will once again
Freedom is the most precious of gifts; something get a chcne to test their airthat an men and women want bet something that borne potential on the Junior
exists only among animale. If you don't accept that Jump Tower. This 16-foot
ierity then observe the bird in the bush and the bird replica of the actual training
tower used by parachutists has
in the-baud.. The one will ily_aviay _at Pu.slietPsi -biteorbe The cen-Tei Of attraction
wishes
it
could.
treat to its freedom; the other
for the Armed Forces . Day
"Better be a free.bird than a captive king."
midway. There will also be an
Airborne Ear:rear Kiddie Train
.4
—Danish proverb

Isn't It The Truth!

PAGE THREE

the companies still stand by
last month's statements that
national auto emission standards for 1975 appear impossible
to meet without catalytic converters for filtering exhaust.
But one SputteSMan, who
asked not to be identified, said
"We're awfully close, but we've
got to get far better so our average stays up."
Chrysler, whose Plymouthc
Satellite with a 340 cubic-Melia
engine showed pollution levels
within 1975 specifications,
called the EPA's test resultt
happenstance. The same car
emitted pollutants in excess of
1975 levels in Chrysler's own
tests, even though the car performed better in EPA tests. Inalone
strument measuring
could cause a 10 to 20 per cent
difference in readings for the
same car, a Chrysler spokesman said.
"The test results cited illustrate the phenomenon of test
variability," said Donald A.
Jensen, Ford's director of auto
emission control programs.
Ford's LTD-class car with a 400
cubic-inch engine came in under the 1975 pollution levels.
General Motors' cars performed the best over-all of the
American makers in the EPA
1973 certification tests. One of
its Vegas produced pollutants
within 1975 levels.
The other 1973 &r within the
1975 levels was an American
Motors Hornet.
Former EPA Administrator
William D. Ruckelshaus granted the automakers' request for

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Lawmakers in about a dozen
states have restored the death
penalty, and measures to bring
back capital punishment are
ander consideration in at least
15 more states.
An Associated Press survey
showed that measures reinstating the death sentence for certain crimes have been enacted
In Florida, Montana, Nebraska,
Georgia, Connecticut, Nevada,
Arkansas, Wyoming, Ohio and
Utah. Arkansas and Tennessee
legislators also have passed
capital punishment bills that
are awaiting governors' signatures.
The Supreme Court ruled last
July, in cases involving Texas
and Georgia, that the death
penalty as imposed in most
states was unconstitutional. The
ruling left the way open for
capital punishment to be reinstated, providing it is imposed
uniformly.
Most of the new laws and the
pending measures list specific
crimes for which the death penalty may be imposed—usually
the killing of a policeman or
fireman and various other
types of murder.
The most recent restoration
of the death penalty came in
Connecticut and Nevada where
.,;action was completed last
week. In both states, the conditions leading to imposition of
the death penalty include the
murder of a policeman or fireman on duty, murder for pay
and murder committed by prison inmates serving life sentences.
Arguments over just when
easier 1975 nationwide stand- the death penalty should be imards last month. But he set in- posed—if at all—have stalled
terim standards slightly higher capital punishment bills in sevthan the manufacturers had eral states.
In Pennsylvania, for ex•
asked.
ample, the House Law and Justice Committee combined six
The color red is used for good
measures into one bill that
luck and joy at the Chinese
would have mandated death for
New Year. Crimson lanterns
persons furnishing drugs that
swing and red paper scrolls fescause a user's death, for hired
toon the home of the persons
assassins, for anyone convicted
celebrating.
•

or The flevelet In Mork, Ent•rfoinononf

A

of a felony that results in der occurs would be put to
death, for killers of on-duty po- death."
The Mississippi legislature
licemen or firemen and for
those who murdered a hostage passed a bill that would have
or committed a killing during a made the death penalty mandatory for a convict committing
hijacking.
After two days of heated de- a murder and for persons conbate, the measure went back to victed of premeditated murder,
committee for further work. aircraft piracy, treason and
Opponents claimed that tfie bill rape of a child under 12.
Gov. Bill Waller vetoed the
had too many inconsistencies.
Rep. Robert Wise of William- bill, saying that, although he
sport argued: "A man could favored restoration of capital
kill his neighbor's wife, draw punishment, the measure
and quarter her and he enacted was unclear. He recwouldn't be put to death. Yet, ommended that the issue get
an accomplice to a bank rob- top priority at the next legislabery where an accidental mur- tive session.

Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health
How to Read
Children with reading difficulties stand to profit by information from a language study
now underway at the University
of Pennsylvania with aid from
the National Institute of Mental
Health of HF.W"s Health Services and Mental Health Administration.
Fhe study plans to improve
and expand a syllabary how-toread method of teaching young- .
stcrs as an aid to more advanced
reading.
The syllabary method uses
the syllable as the basic language unit rather than the usual
method of breaking down the
sound and structure of words
into letter-by-letter components.
In a reading primer based on
the syllabary approach, some
syllables may be represented as
pictures. For example, a drawing of a bumblebee may indicate "be," as in the first syllable
of "before." Thus, the relation
between sound and meaning is
obvious to the child.
Combinations of pictures and
simple written syllables are
planned to construct stories.
"Reading" of these materials
can be accomplished almost
immediately, satisfying the child
and motivating him to further

reading development.
When a child is competent in
the syllabic method of reading,
he is taught that the alphabetic
unit is a more efficient means
of word production than is an
increasingly large number ot
memorized syllables and pictures.
The scientists also plan to investigate several related areas
of language acquisition by children. They will compare, for
example, the manner in which
parents speak to their own chil
dren with the manner adults in
general use in speaking to young
children.

News flash --

baby bites off
snake's heal
When a puff adder in the
garden of his Johannesburg
home reared up to strike 13month-old Pieter Pretorius.
he grabbed it by the neck, put
its head in his mouth and bit
hard — the snake died.
His mother, Mrs. Anne Pre
torius, said, "... Pieter wa
sitting there giggling, with the
bleeding snake hanging from
his mouth."
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Experts
Of Farm

By JOHN CUNND
AP Business Anal]
NEW YORK (API
yourself. There's a good
that you believe one or
the following statement
—We don't have an
family farmers in this I
Oh, a few, of course,
big corporations have
over and they've prett
run the little fellow out
MISS.

ATTENTION SCREAMERS!
DOUBLE HORROR FEATURE

Marty
Robbins
"Country Music"
919•

MM.&

Sat. & Sun. Matinee 1:30

DEATH LIVES!
"IFS

From the Master of Shock,
A Shocking Masterpiece

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
"FRENZY" :u

FROri 11111:
Showtime 3:15-6:45-10:15

* CINEMA 2 *
Run Francesca"
Run for
your life!

1

Ride.
Weapons, equipment and
aircraft that comprise the
division and its supporting units
will be on display in the midway
area near 52nd Street and
Kansas Avenue.
Visitors will be shown the
modern army barracks and be
briefed on the living conditions
of today's volunteer soldier
Shuttle busses will be in
operation throughout the day to
carry visitors from the midway
to open house activites.
In addition to troop facilities,
open 'houses will be conducted
at Sink Library, Milton A. Lee
Service Crub, Estep Gym,
Central Chapel, Automotive
Craft Shop and the Post Craft
Shop.
At 11:00 a.m. on Son Drop
Zone„ the public will see a
skydiving
exhibition
by
members of the FOrt Campbell
Sport Parachute Club.
Son Drop Zone will also be the
center,,:of attraction for Af- "YOU'LL LIKE MY MOTHER" •
DATY UKE • RICHARD THOMAS
ternoon festivities with both
• *
airborne and
airmobile *ROSEMARY MURPHY i.e irrirodutio. SIAN BARBARA
ALLEN
*
demonstrations, starting at ):00
********************ir***********v
P.m•
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Indian Treaties Historically
Dishonored By -U.S. Government
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A Few Words About Printmaking
There are two kinds of "original" art,
the single one-of-a-kind piece,such as an
oil painting, water-color, or drawing,and
the multiple "original" which includes
the lithograph, etchings, and all works
generally called "prints."
In printniaking, although a number of
copies of the same picture are produced,
they are nevdtthelesi Origins& because
each is made separately, by hand,and in
limited quantity,by the artist.
There are three main processes used in
printmaking: relief, intaglio, and lithography.
The best example of the relief process
is the wood cut OT wood-engraving. The
method used is just like the one you used
to make a linoleum cut in grammar
school_ A.designix_cut tar carved into the
surface of a wooden block; sometimes
the background is cut away so that the
picture itself is raised; sometimes the
picture is incised into the surface. Next,
ink is rolled onto the raised portions of
wood and a piece of paper placed over it.
The artist rubs the back of the paper,
transferring the design, in reverse, onto
the paper. Depending on how the wood
was cut, the picture will be either black on-white,or white-on-black.
Intaglio is the name given to the process when the design is cut into the
surface of metal plate (usually copper,
zinc, or steel); this produces a concave
effect, like the reverse of a cameo. Seals
and signet rings usually have intaglio
designs, so that when they are stamped
upon wax, the result will be an impression in relief.
In an etching, the metal plate is
covered with a layer of wax. The artist
draws with an etching needle through the
wax, creating his designs in lines of
exposed metal. The plate is then
immersed in an acid bath;the acid attacks
the exposed metal and eats it away. The
wax is washed away, and ink rolled over
the surface. The ink used is fairly stiff,
and the metal plate is usually warmed to

make it more workable.The surplus ink is
wiped off, leaving residue only in the
incised lines. When a paper is laid on the
plate and very heavy pressure applied,the
paper will pick up the ink and thus the
print.
In lithography, the artist works on a
surface of stone, lie draws directly onto
the stone with a greasy crayon, then
Coven the surface with a film of water.
When the stone is inked for printing, the
ink will adhere to the greasy design but
not to the wet parts of the surface.These
inked areas will transfer their image to
the artist's paper as each lithograph is
carefully "pulled" from the stone.
You may have noticed small pencilkd
numbers in the lower left hand corner of
prints. If you see, for instance, the
number "15/30", you are looking at
number 15 of a total edition of 30 prints.
Sometimes as few as 10 or 15 prints are
pulled, though as many as three hundred
fine proofs can be taken from one stone.•
Once the edition has been completed,
the picture is ground or scraped off the
surface. Thus the rarity of the edition is
guaranteed,and its value is enhanced.
Only in original printmaking is it possible to transfer faithfully the vividness of
the drawing to the paper. This distinguishing trait of the original can never be
achieved by any mass mechanical reproduction.

Experts Believe 95 Per Cent
Of Farms Still Family-Operated
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — Test
yourself. There's a good chance
that you believe one or more of
the following statements:
—We don't have any more
family farmers in this country.
Oh, a few, of course, but the
big corporations have taken
over and they've pretty much
run the little fellow out of business.
The facts dispute this widely
held notion. Data from the 1969
census aren't available yet, but
those who follow the trends,
such as the Conference Board,
believe that 95 per cent of
farms are still family-operated.
That was the percentage
found in other studies made in
1949, 1959 and 1964, even though
there was a sharp decrease in
the number of farms — from
6,350,000 in 1940 to 2,876,000 in
1970.
There are several reasons
why the belief has taken hold.
One is that the average farm
size has grown from 175 acres
to about 390 acres in the past 30
years or so. Another is that the
5 per cent nonfamily farms account for a big share of production —35 per cent in 1964.
The fact is that many of the
large corporations that did go
into farming found it not nearly
as profitable as they had expected, and some of them now
believe that there may be size
limitations on the efficient
farm.

WM. R. FURCHES
CITY COUNCIL
Ward B

Your Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated
Paid Pol. Ad., paid by W.R. Furches,604 Poplar

FIND TRAINING SESSION-Terry Laun,
for the Department of Economic
S•curitY, Conducts 3 three-day training class for
training,
Loujjyille volunteers After completing .the
-to-the- ,
-visitations
home
make
to
ready
voIunters are
elderly and help them complete their applications for '
food stamps.

PROJECT

staff inatructor

Radiant Colors tor
Discriminating Women!

GENUINE DIAMONDS
In Excstong Comtnnattons wrth

Come in and see our up to date
collection of brilliant fashions

QUALITY AWE R
Paris, Tennis's.

Hey Look Mr. Farmer!!

What is a family farm? Ac- cuse our changing customs and
cording to the Agriculture De- appetites.
—By any measure, General
partment it is "an agricultural
business in which the operator Motors and American Teleis a risk-taking manager, who, phone & Telegraph are the
with his family, does more than largest companies in the United
States, in fact, the largest in
half of the farm work."
—The reason for our high the entire world. It's been that
food prices is the middleman, way for years.
He's got a great big appetite
Times change and that statefor money, and he's making all---ensnt isn't true today. GM
might be the largest manufacof us pay through the nose.
The explanation isn't that — turer and have the greatest
simple. There's no denying that profits. And AT&T might have
in recent years the foods that the greatest assets and the
leave the farmer's lands go largest number of shareholders,
through many processes that but...
International Business Maadd to delivery cost. But
there's little evidence of any chines has the greatest market
value of any company in the
profiteering.
First National City Bank world, with investors giving it a
notes that civilian spending for price of $47.8 billion, That's the
farm foods in 1971 totaled $111.1 figure you'll arrive at by mulbillion, an increase of $44.2 bil- tiplying price per share by
lion over 1960. Of this increase, shares outstanding.
That price is almost double
farmers received only $13.5 billion, the middleman $30.7 bil- the combined market value of
AT&T and GM. AT&T is in seclion.
ond place, with a value of
However, little of this in- $28.79 billion. GM is in fifth,
crease seems to be reflected in with market value of ;20.42 bilmiddleman profits. It seems lion.
there are more and more midIn between, in a compilation
dlemen to prepare and dis- by Standard & Poor's, are
tribute foods that once were de- Eastman Kodak, at $21.81 billivered raw. And the middle- lion and Exxon, at $21.53 bilman's expenses also have ris- lion.
en.
In summary: True, the transporting, processing arid distribution of foods is eating up a
lot more of the food dollar. But
rather than blaming any one
William Dobell, a scientist
group, perhaps you should acat the University of Utah, has

* RE-ELECT +

WASHINGTON (AP) — The between U.S. territory and In- diana invited whites to take adtrouble with Indian treaties is dian land and- between Indian vantage. Defeated by U.S.
nations, just as the map of Eu- forces in 1814, the Creeks were
that they are so easily broken.
Once any treaty is ratified, it rope was redrawn after the forced to surrender 23 million
acres, half their ancestral dobecomes part of U.S. law. And, World Wars.
Treaties signed with northern main, although a big chunk of
like any other law, it can be
amended, superceded or re- tribes in 1765 and 1796 provided it belonged to loyal Indians.
that any U.S. citizen attempting
pealed by a newer law.
Finally„ Congress eradicated
So breaking an Indian treaty to settle on Indian- land for- the last illusion ofitidian indemay not be honorable, but it feited the protection of the pendence by legislating in 1971
United States.
can be perfectly legal.
"that hereafter no Indian naThe U.S. government obviousEven in cases where there
tion or tribe within the territory
has be no legal justification for ly recognized an international of the United States shall be acbreaking a treaty, Indian tribes character to Indian relations knowledged or recognized as an
have often found themselves and several treaties stipulated independent nation, tribe or
without the power to force com- that having allied with the power with whom the United
United States, the Indians could States may contract by treaty."
pliance.
The question of Indian stand- not ally with other nations.
In 1903 the Supreme Cowl
But time eroded whatever
ing, and therefore claim to the
land on which they live, has standing the Indians had as in- said Congress could break old
treaties and take Indian land so
been ambiguous since the first dependent nations.
as it was justified by cirwhite men came to America.
Some treaty provisions be- long
Charles V, king of Spain and came obsolete, such as those cumstances "which will not
grandson of Ferdinand and Isa- requiring the government to only justify the government in
bella, made the first attempt at provide grist mills and black- disregarding the stipulations of
defining Indian property rights smiths to repair hunting rifles. the treaty, but may demand, in
and turned to Franciscus de A Cherokee treaty still requires the interest of the country and
Victoria, professor at the Uni- the
hire the Indians themselves, that it
to
government
versity of Salamanca and one mounted riders at $30 a day to should do so."
Indians today claim the govof the foremost theologians of guard the reservation.
ernment has found it in their
his day.
Such anachronisms encour- best interest to allow their
Victoria said Indiana had title
a view of the treaties as lands to be dried up or flooded
to their land and Spaniards age
quaintly out of date and not to by dams, ravaged by strip mincould not claim it by virtue of
taken seriously, although ing, denuded
of forests,
discovery. He suggested that if be
guarantees of goods and stripped of minerals and turned
some
Europeans wanted Indian land,
services are still vitally impor- over to real estate developers.
they buy it.
to the Indians.
They say the government's
"Victoria's advice was not al- tant
These annuities, though vital awn agencies often have done
ways taken literally, as white
explorers continued to claim today, were the first step in the most damage, or have ennew discoveries in the name of downgrading Indian stature. couraged Indians to sell their
European monarchs, although They made the Indians depend- birthright by fostering strife behis ideas survived in an unwrit- ent on the government at a tween tribal factions.
-That is one reason why Inten code which generally as- time when the shrinking froncribed sovereignty to the white tier denied their traditional dians today are pointing guns
at white men again, and at
huntsman's livelihood.
kings but title to the ha:liana.
The English colonizers followWeakness on the part of In- each other.
ed this rule, and individual colonies passed ordinances requiring acquisition of Indian land
be by purchase authorized by
the colonial government.
The British home government
held similar views.
During the American Revolution the Continental Congress
continued to deal with Indians
In the same way and concluded
the first U.S.-Indian treaty with
the Delawares on Sept. 17, 1778.
In 1784, Congress appointed
commiss oners to negotiate
peace terms with Indians along
the frontier and set up bound-..
aries, making it clear that the
We Can .. .
territory belong to the govern•Install New Tires right
ment although the Indians
could live on it.
on your farm

Scientist develops
artificial ear

developed a device consisting
of a microphone and subminiature electronic computer
connected to auditory areas of
the train which he believes
may eventually be used to restore acceptable normal
hearing to deaf people.
Experiments so far have
been limited to brief receptions of electronic tones by
humans and it will probably
be years before such devices
become available to the public.

Come In or
Call for
STEVE LYONS

Yes, We
Have Farm
Tires

"The United States alone possess the sovereign power within
the limits described at the late
treaty of peace between them
and the king of England." David Ramsay, chairman of the
Congress, declared. "You may
also assure the Indians that
they tell lies who say that the
king of England has not in in
his late treaty with the United
States given up to them the
lands of the Indians.But the Indians resented the
government's approach and it
became apparent that the
United States, which had no
standing Army once the Revolution was over, was going to
have to soften its stand or
fight.
Consequently, the secretary
of war in 1788 recommended a
new policy of purchasing land
the government had been virtually confiscating in peace
treaties. Money was appropriated to purchase Indian
claims to land already ceded,
and treaties were renegotiated
On Jan. 9, 1789, treaties were
signed with the Six Nations and
the Wiandot, Delaware. Chipewa and Ottowa establishing a
new official view of Indian
lands rights. In these landmark
treaties, the United States gave
up claim to designated territory
to be held by the Indians.
The early treaties contained
several other provisions implying a degree of Indian sovereignty.
As early as 1778 Delaware
treaty, the government guaranteed the integrity of Indian territory. Boundaries were set out

•Install Fluid
•Repair Flats
•Change Tires Right
on Your Farm

753-3164
for

FARM

TIRE
Come in, let's talk tires!
If we don't have it, we will get It!

-GILLETTE
Front Wheel

• GILLETTE
Front Wheel

GILLETTE
Real. Wheel

REPAIR _

GILLETTE
Rear Wheel

IF YOU HAVE A RUBBER TIRED VEHICLE ...
WE HAVE A TIRE FOR IT!!

EWING TIRE SERVICE
808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points - Murray

Phone 7:33-3164

Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 — Sat. 7:30-5:00
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Lilly-McKenzie Engagement

Mrs. Glen Hill Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Unit Presidents-Presidents' Day, an annual
event when the presidents of the
local units of United Methodist
Women are entertained by the
Paris District Executive
Committee, was held Thursday,
May 3, in the home of Mrs. Glen
H.W 112 Crests iew, Paris, Tenn.
This was a time for sharing.
The local presidents shared
their questions and answers and
the District officers made
reports. The district president,
Mrs. L.E. McCord, welcomed
the group and presided. Mrs.
Harold Douglas, coordinator for
Christian Personhood, gave an
Inspiring devotion.
It was announced that the
Prayer Retreat would be held
July 13, and 14 at Lambuth
College in Jackson, Tenn. Mrs.
Judson Hodges of Atlanta.
Georgia will be the leader and
her subject will be "Joy." The
School of Christian Mission will
also be at Lambuth College
August 4-9. Reservations for the
bus going to the National
Assembly in Cincinnati October
4-7 should be in by August 15,
and sent to Mrs. Wayne A.
Lamb, Memphis Conference
President.
At noon a delicious planned
luncheon was served to the
presidents or a representative
from 30 churches in Paris
District and two to Memphis
Conference officers, Mrs. J.B.
Wilson and Mrs. Maurice Ryan,
by the Executive Committee.
Forty-ax women were present.

Susan Elaine Hale
Completes Plans
For Her Wedding
Miss Susan Elaine Hale,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Reid
Hale of Murray, has completed
plans for her wedding to Joseph
Wayne Blackford of Murray,
son of Joe Blackford and the
late Mrs. Maxine Stratton
Blackford of Russellville.
The ceremony will be
solemnized on Sunday, May 20,
at two-thirty o'clock in the
afternoon in the sanctuary of
the First United Methodist
Church with Dr. Samuel R.
Dodson, Jr., officiating.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Mrs.
Richard Farrell, organist, and
Mrs. Vernon Shown soloist.
The bride-elect has selected
Mina Suzanne Hale as her maid
al honor. Her bridesmaids will
be Miss Celia Simmons, Miss
Becky Blackford, and Miss
Debbie Hall.
George King will serve as
best man for Mr. Blackford.
The groomsmen will be Darryll
Gibbons, Joe Doran, and Paul
Jerry Lee.
Only out of town invitations
are being sent, and all friends
and relatives are invited to
attend the wedding.

Potatoes and onions should
be kept in a cool dark place with
-plenty of air circulation to discourage sprouting

Gifts for
Good Selection

Activities Of De partments Are
-Given by Woman's CIO Chairmen

The Executive Hoard of the
Murray Woman's Club held a
luncheon meeting on Monday,
May 7, at the club house with
Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman
presiding.
Following the reading of the
minutes by Mrs. Jack Bailey, a
report was given by Mrs. John
Belt on the amount donated
toward the purchase price of the
"Jaws of Life" power tool.
Fisher-Price recently made a
donation of $250.00, bringing the
amount collected to approximately $2700.00.
As a deficient of around
$1100.00 is reported, Mrs. Belt
announced that any further
donations would be appreciated. A letter from Mayor
Holmes Ellis was read, in whichf
he expressed the city's thanks
for such a wothwhile project
sponsored by the Murray
Woman's Club.
chairmen
Departmental
followed:
Mrs. Walter Baker, Delta
Department, reported on the
success of the city-wide Cancer
Drive held by her department.
Garden Department chairman,Mrs. John J. Livesay, said
that there had been further
additions to the landscaping of
the club house grounds and
Dr. Lusanne,Ciddock Lilly
expressed hopes that the
Mr. and Mrs. George Truett Lilly of Murray announce the recently posted signs on the
engagement and approaching marriage of their elder daughter, grounds would be effective in
Lusanne Craddock, to Dr. Thomas Aaron McKenzie, III, son of preventing trespassing persons
Mr. and *W. Thomas McKenzie of Winston-Salem, North and - tilt* animals from
destroying the landscaping
Carolimr:Dr. Lilly is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oswald F. efforts.
{Kummer of Franklin and the late Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. filly of
Mrs. Joe Prince reported that
Henderson. She was graduated summa cum laude from Murray the program on wedding music
State University where she was a member of Alpha Gamma Delta recently presented by the Music
sorority and was designated Outstanding Senior Woman. She Department was wellleceived.
received the M.D. degree from Vanderbilt University School of This department has also
musical
two
Medicine, Nashville; Tenn., where she was elected to Alpha produced
Omega Alpha, and is presently completing a residency in programs for other departpediatrics at Vanderbilt University Hospital.
ments of the club during the
Dr McKenzie is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Smith Crouch of past month.
Johnson City, Tenn., and Mrs. T.A. McKenzie, Sr., of Russellville
Mrs. Clegg Austin said that
and the late Mr. McKenzie. He was graduated from Davidson the Sigma Department is
College where he was a member of Phi Delta Theta fraternity, engaged in organizing the
and received the M.D. degree from Vanderbilt University School Calloway County Fair Beauty
of Medicine. He interned at Vanderbilt University Hospital and is Contest, which is presented by
presently serving with the United States Navy Medical Corps.
this department yearly.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, July 7, at fourMrs. John Nance announced
thirty o'clock in the afternoon at the First Baptist Church, that S & H Green Stamps
Murray. The reception will follow at the Murray Woman's Club toward the purchase of a kidney
machine are still being
House.
Only out of town invitations are being sent and all friends and collected by the Theta
relatives are invited to attend.
Department.
Craig Klein, a Murray Middle
School student, placed third in
the sixth and seventh grades
competition of the state essay
contest, an announced by Mrs.
Friday, May 11
Thursday, May 10
The Kirksey PTA men and Purdom Outland of the Zeta
Wagon
The
Welcome
Newcomers Club will meet at women will play the Hazel FTC Department.
Mrs. A. W. Russell reported
the First Christian Church at men and women in basetball
games at Kirksey at seven p.m. that $200.00 scholarship had,
7:30 p.m.
that morning, been presented to
Karen McClure on behalf of the
will
Club
Age
Golden
The
The
Cumberland
Presbyterian Women of the have a potluck luncheon at the Creative Arts Department.
Mrs. John Belt, 2nd vice
North Pleasant Grove Church social hall of the church at 12
president, requested that each
will meet with Mrs. W. Edd noon.
newly elected departmental
Glover at seven p.m. Members
chairman appoint a contest
Saturday, May 12
note change in meeting place.
A rununage sale will be held chairman to serve within that
at the American Legion Hall department.
Friday, May 11
In the absence of Mrs. Bethel
Murray starting at 7:30 a.m. The sale
North
The
Homemakers Club will meet at will be sponsored by Murray Richardson, Mrs. Sparkman
the home of Mrs. Ivan Outland, Assembly No. 19 Order of the announced that the Advisory
Council will meet Thursday at
South 13th Street, at 1:30 p.m. Rainbow for Girls.
7:30 p.m.
Finance chairman, Mrs. Bob
The Junior Sunday School
The Dexter Homemakers Class of Independence United Billington, gave a report on the
Club will meet at the Com- Methodist Church will sponsor a current cookbook fund, and the
munity Center at ten a.m.
supper at the church with board members voted to
serving to start at five p.m. and transfer an amount of this fund
continue until eight p.m. Price to the genre] club treasury.
Newly published Murray
will be one dollar for hot dog,
Woman's Club cookbooks are
chili, dessert, and drink. -currently on sale at The
The 3rd annual Senior Treasure House, Bank of
Citizens luncheon, sponsored by Murray, The Gallery, The
the Hazel Woman's Club, will be Wishing Well, and Calloway
at the Hazel Baptist Church
Education building at 11:30
a.m. All senior citizens in the
area of Hazel are invited.
Persons needing transportation
call Mrs. Gerald Ray 498-8514 or
30 thru 46
Mrs. Harold Wilkinson 492-8683

C'come.

COSTUME JEWELRY
1100- 1200.13"

Good Selection Ladies
BLOUSES Sizes
Good Selection
SLACKS With & Without Cuffs
New Shipment Ladies

DUSTERS

'4" to 18"

Sm.-Med -L-XL
Good Selection
S-M-L
SMOCKS
Good Selection Ladies

MAUS

'3" to 7"

Ladies CAPES 'Mt°'14"
Good Selection Ladies

SLEEP WEAR
Good Selection

SLIPSI PANTIES & HOSE G
Ladies, Jr. Miss & Half Sizes

DRESSES_

SettleWorkman

306. Main'
Ph 753-2447

County Pablic Library.
Mrs. Spirkman reported that
an article on the "Jaws of Life"
power tool had recently appeared in Kentucky Club
Woman. Included on the same
page was an advertisement
concered with the sale of the
Murray Woman's Club Cookbook.
Mrs. Harold Douglas, who is
to be the perliamentarian for
the general club, was introduced by Mrs. Sparkman..1(
was suggested that each
a
pnovide
department
parliamentarian to enforce
correct procedures at departmental meetings.
Mrs. J. 1. Hosick, legislative
chairman, gave a report, in
which she clarifiett'the club
house rental rules.
Mrs Clegg Austin and Mrs.
Don Keller were appointed to
supervise the binding of old club
yearbooks, which will be placed
in the Calloway County Public
Library.
Board members agreed to
consult the Advisory Council in
regard to the allocation of the
$2.00 hostess fee.
The K.F.W.C. State Convention will be held at the Galt
House in Louisville on May 13
through May 16. Those
representing the Murray club
will be Mrs. Sparkman, Mrs.
Sam Knight, Mrs. John Belt,
and Mrs. Dan Miller.
The final general meeting of
the 1972-93 club year will be held
on May 21, at 6:00 p.m. at the
club house. The Home and
Kappa departments will host
the event, and the price of the
dinner will be $2.50 per plate.
Members are requested to
make reservations with Mrs.
Gleri Grogan prior to May 17,
Mrs. Sparkman announced
that Mrs. Sam Knight, first vice
president, will hold a meeting of
all incoming departmental
chairmen and vice chairmen
following the state convention to
inform them of their duties and
regulations concerning
program scheduling.
Those attending the board
meeting were Mrs. Walter
Baker, Delta chairman; Mrs.
Clegg Austin, outgoing Sigma
chairman; Mrs. J.I. Hosicit,
legislative chairman; Mrs.
George Hart, Senior Citizens
Board; Mrs Purtion Outland,
Zeta chairman; Mrs. Gus
Robertson, Jr., auditor; Mrs.
Dan Miller, newly elected
Kappa chairman; Mrs. James
C. Martin, newly elected Theta
chairman; Mrs. James Frank,
newly elected Sigma chairman;
Mrs.
Harold
Beaman,
pressbook chairman; Mrs.
Harold Douglas, newly elected
parliamentarian; Mrs. John
Belt, second vice president;
Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman,
president; Mrs. Jack Bailey,
recording secreatry; Mrs. Torn
Brown, treasurer; Mrs. Bob
Billington, outgoing Linance
chairman; Mrs. Tess Hopson,
newly elected Creative Arts
chairman; Mrs. Joe Prince,
outgoing Music chairman; Mrs.
Charles Moffett, newly elected
Music chairman; Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, newly elected Garden
chairman; Mrs. A. W. Russell,
outgoing Creative Arts chairMrs. John Nance,
man;
outgoing Theta chairman; Mrs.
John Livesay, outgoing Garden
chairman; and Mrs. Richard W.
Knight, outgoing publicity
chairman.

Mrs. Pete Carlisle Na me -As Director Of
Blood River WMU; I tan Student Speaker

Marsha Stallons Is
Honoree At Bridal
Tea At Ray Home
Miss Marsha Ann Stallons,
May bride-elect of William E.
Horton, was the honoree at a
delightfully planned bridal tea
held at the lovely home of Mrs.
Rob Ray, Kirkwood Drive, on
Saturday, April 28, from two to
four o'clock in the afternoon.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mesdames
Kenneth Adams, Robert McCeart, Harvey Hurd, Bob
Overby, and Rob Ray.
Receiving the guests with the
honoree were her mother, Mrs.
Marshall Stallons, her motherin-law to be, Mrs. William P.
Horton of Mayfield, and her
sister, Miss Rayetta Stallons.
The bride-elect chose to wear
from her trousseau a long white
accordian pleated skirt with a
floral print blouse and bolero
jacket. She wore a corsage of
white carnations accented in
blue, gift of the hostesses. The
mothers wore hostesses' gift
corsages of white rosebuds.
The beautifully appointed tea
table was covered with an off
white linen cloth and centered
with an arrangement of azaleas
in a silver coffee pot. Punch,
cake, nuts, and mints were
served.
Miss Stallons was presented
with a special wedding gift by
the hostesses

Mrs. Pete Carlisle of the
Kirksey Baptist Church was
elected as director of the
Woman's Missionary Union of
the Blood River Baptist Church
at the quarterly meeting held
Monday, April 23, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
Kirksey Church.
Other officers elected for the
coming church year were Mrs.
Willie Johnson, Fliat, assistant
director; Mrs. Walt Fullterson,
Elm Grove, Baptist Women's
director; Mrs. John Belt,
Murray First, Baptist Young
Women's director; Mrs. W.
Paul Dailey, Sr., Hazel,
Mrs.
secretary-treasurer;
Richard Vance, Hazel, Girls in
Action director; Mrs. Kenneth
Capps, Calvert City, Acteens
director; Mrs. Don Bashum,
Etriensburg, Mission Friends
director; Mrs. R.G. Redmon,
Benton, Child Care director;
Mrs. Albert Crider, Elm Grove,
Camp Director.

If smooth sophisticated lines are what you
like in a shoe, you'll love Naturalizer's new
spectator. It's the classic spectator look with
a surprisingly fresh approach to the 4=1, .
and, of course, all those comfort features
Naturalizer is famous for.

SHOE STORE
" DOWNTOWN
Z.

MURRAY

s.-

c

LET US ADO SOME REGAL COLOR TO YOUR UK!

BIG
8 x 10"
PORTRAIT

REGAL
COLOR!

9.47

Groups Photographed at $1.00 Pee Additional
Subject

3 Big Days
Thurs.-Sat
—PATT May 10-12
Central Shopping Center

Murray, Ky...

C.orretesee
Ile lesselliesS.
ether
Make
charges.

tirrotea Offer • One Per Subject. One Per
Family • Additional MeMbers $2.47 Each •

4111,4641,

gum
HOURS

11 am-7 pm

DEAR ABBY:
also an alcoholic.
I just want to
over 30 and on ski
ism is a disease
age.
If teen-agers o
problem and want
contact Illgailsiins
tion of marvelous
each other.
Since I becam
me tremendously.
to help others_ It
Thank you for lett

DEAR VOUS(

CONFIDENT1
mother next Sun
you're adopted, se

For Abby's I
Know.- seed $I td

As seen in Ladies' Home Journal

Very littleln size. Very big in
eyes The biggest bargain ever.
Eyeshadow. Creamy, sheer color
stays on and on. 1.60
Eyeliner With its own brush for
the most squiggle-free line. 2.00
Mascara. Lengthens lashes.
Conditions With otein. 1.60

DEAR ABBY:
2 years. At
/
for 61
asked that we pcc
thru a divorce and
Now, he tells
someone he met a
with her, but they"
I love this ma
think clearly now.

Prebiems? Yi
For a persosal re
Calif. NM. Ea
please.

ADAMS

Ken Hollahd, local artist will
be at the Calloway County Public Library from ten a.m. to
12 noon to answer questions
about his work that has been on
display at the library this week.

By

DEAR ABBY:
for a year and a
another year, or di
even know me.
My husband as
vacation ever since
get away. My quest
mother might die,
home.
I've asked our
not too far. I've as'
shouldn't go at al
nurse, said we shot
refuses to give me
me.
What-do you sa

DEAR CONFI.
enough for Min to
And if he could fal
with • few times,
wads. Tell him to I
probably what be

•
•
The
spectatoz..
new view
of a look you love

A WKHA Horse Show will be
held at the Calloway County
Jaycee Fairgrounds starting at
five p.m. Classes for every type
of horse will be held and the
concession stand will be open.

Sunday, May 13
.
Ledbetter Baptist Church will
have homecoming activities
with Sunday School etten a.m.,
preaching at 11 a.m., basket
dinner at noon, and singing in
the afternoon. Donations for
cemetery will be taken

/-

.\

PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Joel A. Lemons of Hazel
Route One has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah

Don't t
evade r

DEAR HAVE:
someone else to mi
Slaty for it. so far
your mother in lie
now me. Make you
Wit", for It.

Matching Handbag

Helena Rubinstein
creates c2c1

The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the DAR will meet at
the home of Mrs
Hess
Crossland at 1:30 p.m with the
program by Mrs. Corine McNutt

When you are cutting up
marshmallows, use kitchen
scissors and dip the blades in
hot water

WEEK

Thirty-two Junior High
members of the First Baptist
Church with their chaperones'
and sponsors held a retreat last
weekend.
The group left the church at
three p.m. on Friday, May 4,
and left for Natchez Trace State
Park in Tennessee, where they
spent the night. On Saturday the
group spent the day at
Opryland, Nashville, Tenn., and
returned home late Saturday.
Junior High members making
the trip were Beth Outland,
Donna Keller, Mary Ann Jones,
Patricia
Tucker, Karen
Thompson, Kim Hooper, Steven
Hussung, Boyd Walker, Kevin
McIntosh, Dean Cherry, Johnny
Carruthers, Jeffrey Carruthers,
Lisa McDaniel, Mark Vinson,
Danny Adams, Brent Hatcher,
Michelle Kelly, Christa Maupin,
dDanna Shipley, Donna Bailey,
Deriding Darnell;
Shaun
Baker, Mark Spencer, Janie
Flora, Gwen Purdom, Gay
Alexander, Tim Giles, Susan
Parker, Bill Wilson, Elizabeth
Herndon, Allison Weaver, arid
David Mathis.
Adults attending were Rev.
Richard E. Walker, Mr. and
Mrs. Gilbert Mathis, Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Carruthers, Mr.
and Mrs. A.R. Hatcher, and Mr.
and Mrs. Carlos Jones.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Porter White of Murray has
been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

Mrs. John York gave the call
to prayer and Mrs. Pete Carlisle
gave the devotion.
Churches from Calloway and
were
Counties
Marshall
represented at the meeting.

NATURALIZER.
\

Mrs. J. B. Burkina .

Named to the International
Student committee were Mrs
W.A. Erwin, Kirksey, Mrs
Hugh Noffsinger, Murray First,
Mrs. Harry Clulp, Briensburg,
and Mrs. Crawford Ray, Cherry
Corner.
Mrs. Crawford Ray, present
WMU Associational director,
presided at the meeting.
The theme for the program
Spirit of Christ,
was "Livi
Conquest" with
In Faith
ssani, an InGagdish
nt from India,
ternational
as guest speaker who gave the
highlights of the Hindu religion

IT'S

Junior High Group
Holds Retreat At '
Tennessee Parks

PAGE FIVE

Regal Service
Portraits will be delivered within three weeks
You may select from a finished package.
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Bear Creek Council Has Annual Meeting

"bow 113-1911 et 733-41147

Don't take a vote to
evade responsibility
By Abigail Van Buren
a very sick woman
DEAR ABBY: My mother has been
says she could last
for a year and a half. Her doctor
time she doesn't
another year, or die tomorrow Hair the
me.
even know
any kind of
My husband and I have put off taking
really must
we
and
illness,
mother's
vacation ever since
go' I'm afraid it we go,
we
Should
question:
My
away.
get
around and rush
mother might die, and we'll have to turn
home.
should go—but
I've asked our minister and he said we
and she said we
not too far I've asked my mother in law,
who's a registered
shouldn't go at all. My best friend,
The doctor
chances.
our
take
and
go
nurse, said we should
husband says it's up to
refuses to give me a yes or no. My
me.
HAVE A PROBLEM
Whatdo you say, -Abtry7

CALLOWAY COUNTY Judge Robert O. Miller spoke at the Law
Appreciative Venquet held by the Murray Quota Club on Saturday evening. Shown on the left is Mrs. Helen Spann, president of
the Quota Club.

Murray Quota Club Holds Law Appreciation
Banquet-Contest Winners Are Announced

You want
DEAR HAVE: You have another problem:
accept the responsiand
decision
the
make
to
else
solasipse
doctor, your minister,
hilay the it. So far you've polled the
husband—and
your mother in law, your best friend, your
full responsinow me. Make your own decision, and accept
bility for It.
this man
DEAR ABBY I have been going around with
but he
2 years. At one time we talked of marriage,
/
for 61
going
was
mother
his
because
it
postpone
we
asked that
it.
thru a divorce and he was quite upset about
with
Now, he tells me he thinks he is also in love
gone out
someone he met at work. He says he has never
with her, but they've had coffee a few times
but I can't
I love this man and want to marry him,
CONFUSED
think clearly now. How do you figure this?
long
DEAR CONFUSED: I figure that VI years is
marrying you.
enough for him to make up his mind about
had coffee
And if he could fall in love with a girl be's only
coffee It
with a few times, I'd like to know what kind of
which is
to,
you
tells
be
before
lost
get
was. Tell him to
probably what be has in mind.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 24-year-old college student.
also an alcoholic.
I just want to let kids know that they don't have to be
over 30 and on skid row to qualify as an alcoholic. Alcoholism is a disease that makes no distinctions in a person's
age.
If teen-agers or young adults think they have a drinking
problem and want to help themselves, please tell them to
contact Alcoholics Anonymous. It is a wonderful ortIvanzanon of marvelous, understanding people who try to help
each other.
Since I became a member two years ago it has helped
me tremendously. Not only am I sober, I have been able
to help others. It has been a lifesaving experience for me.
Thank you for letting me share this. YOUNG ALCOHOLIC
DEAR YOUNG: And thanks for wanting to.
CONFIDENTIAL TO MY READERS: Remember your
mother next Sunday with a bouquet of flowers. And if
ABBY
you're adopted, send her TWO bouquets.]
Problems? You'll feel better if you get It off your chest.
A..
For a perusal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. MN, L.
envelope,
ed
self-address
Calif. MOOS. Radom stamped.
please.
Teen-Agers Waal to
For Abby's new booklet.
Know." seed II to Abby, Boa OWN. UM Aso**, Cal. 900SO.
14131,..N.NA,Ns.N.:19.. NICVNI06:16116.2%.
,4-1,,191113-NaSo.
'
4

Winners Of the poster and
essay contests sponsored by the
Quota Club of Murray were
announced at the law appreciation banquet held by the
organization at the Murray
Woman's Clubhouse Saturday
evening, May 5.
They are:
—Angela McClure, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Blonclie McClure of 1414 Vine Street, a sixth
grade student at the Murray
Middle School, winner of the
fifth and sixth grade poster
contest.
—Bob Thurman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Galen Thurman, Jr.,
of 1200 Crestwood Place; Keith
Black, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Black, Jr., of Doran
Road; and Tim Morgan, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Max Morgan, of
1307 Kirkwood, all seventh
grade students at Murray
Middle School, who worked

Ross Home Is Scene
Of Shower Held for
Miss Vickie Workman
Miss Vickie Workman, brideelect of James Holland, was
coMplimented with a household
shower held on Thursday, May
3, at seven o'clock in the
evening at the home of Miss
Paulette Roes.
The charming hostesses for
the occasion were Miss Ross,
Miss Debbie Miller, and Miss
Vicki Humphreys.
For the prenuptial event the
honoree chose to wear a navy
and white pant suit. She was
presented a hostesses' gift
corsage of yelrow daisies.
Games were played with Miss
Sabrina Tucker and Miss Suzy
Hall being the recipients of the
prizes who later presented them
to the honoree.
Refreshments of cake, Cokes,
and mints were served to the
fourteen classmates present.
"10111:1447%-Sk

We Challenge
You To
Compare
Our Famous "All You Can Eat" Dishes
2.50
Catfish Filet
2.75
Fiddler Catfish
2.50
Flounder
1.95
Perch
2.75
Rainbow Trout
Southern Fried Chicken 1.85
_
FREE
CATFISH
CHILDREN UNDER 6 EAT PERCH
CHILDREN 6-11 EAT PERCH or CATFISH 65'
Special Children Prices on Other items
Of

Taptaitt's
Open 4 p.m. Tues.-Sat
12 Noon Sunday

dedicated to her mother and all
the Scouts.
After a short business meeting
the following were elected to
serve as officers and members
at large; 1st vice president,
Mrs. Charles Jones, Gilbertsville; secretary, Mrs. Arnold
Watso n, Sharp; member-atlarge, Glyn Bard, Fulton, Morton Buchanan, Benton, Mrs. Melvin Earles, Paducah, Mrs. J. H.
Henderson, Metropolis. Kenneth
Lynn, Paducah, James Poat,
Mayfield, Mrs. Charles Whitlow,
Mayfield, and Glyon Wilson,
Mayfield.
Elected to serve on the nominating committee were Bruce
Bourne, Paducah, Mrs. Pat
Allen Cooper, L0dbetter, John

The Bear Creek Council of
Girl Scouts held the annual
meeting at West Kentucky Vocational School. The theme for
the evening was "Today' VisionTomorrow's World."
Cadette Scouts Andrea Blakely, Valve and Dava Shellman,
Lisa Lynn, Lori Farr and Javanta Dawson from Troop 247 presented the Flag ceremony. Miss
Javanta Dawson led "Hark--to
the Chimes" and Mrs. Arthur
Komorowski, president of the
council, gave the welcome.
The Brazeltones from Brazelton Junior High under the direction of Mrs. Davene Wilson presented several numbers with a
special arrangement on "Girl
Scouts Together" which she

Highway 641 North
Murr,
ay Ky.

_

together to win the seventh and
eighth grade poster contest.
—Debbie Darnell, daughter 01
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Darnell of
1406 Johnson Blvd., a seventh
grade student at the Murray
Middle School, winner of the
essay contest.
Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller was the
featured speaker at the sped*
meeting to honor members of
law enforcement agencies in the
area. Quota International
designates one month each year
as Law Enforcement Month.
Law enforcement agencies
represented at the banquet
were the Murray Police Department, the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department, the
Security Department of Murray
State University, the Kentucky
State Police, and the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources..
Capt. Paul Jerry Lee of the
Murray Police Department,
president of the Fraternal Order of Police, responded to the
welcome offered by Mrs. Helen.
Spann, president of the Quota
Club.
Poster contest winners were
announced by Miss Martha
Guier, and the essay contest
winner was announced by Mrs.
Ruth Blackwood.
Buel Stalin delivered the
invocation for the meeting.

Esseltyn, Paducah, and Mrs.
J. A. Poe, Fulton.
Cadettes and Senior Scouts
who went to Wider Opportunities gave a few highlights of
their trips. Kaki Pickens who
went to Florida, Terry Gannon,
Wisconsin, Javanta Dawson, on
Focus at St. Louis and Mary
Jane Severns who went to New
York.
The following girls have been
selected by the council to attend special events this year:
Pat Robertson, Iowa; Javanta
Dawson, Texas; Mary Render,
Niles, Mich., Diana Yancy to
Michigan, and Lori Farr to
Wyoming.

ivew
iPlaytex*
AWN-TRIM'
swimsuits

Concentration Keeps Game
Going in Rough Conditions
butes and friends tell me I
frighten them sometimes because I seem so far out. But I
don't realize that To me, I'm in
the perfect frame of mind
That's mental, and I would
also like to bring up a physical
aspect of the game That's the
fact that women commonly use
equipment that is not best suited to them. I see many women
using man-sized grips when
they should know their hands
require a smaller grip to control the swing.

By JANIE BLALOCK
LPGA Circuit Star
I do a lot of talking to
myself on the course Every
just walk
now and then
off and look at the water and
trees Then there's just me. the
trees and the water, and I can
put myself into a world of my
own and talk only to myself. I
think that this is the ideal condition to play your best golf.
I am sure it is one of the most
important parts of the game, to
control your state of mind, and
become oblivious to all distractions. I can't do it all the
time, but when it hits me I
know I can perform and play
well. and I enjoy it.
Sandra Palmer says concentration is one of my best attri-

Senior Citizens At
Mayfield Meeting
A group of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens participated in a meeting of
Mayfield and Graves Count.
Senior Citizens held at the
Mayfield Court House on
Wednesday, May 2.
This was a kick-off rally for
the purpose of starting a Senior
Citizens program for Mayfield
and Graves County.
Henry Beach, commissioner
for the Aging in Kentucky, conducted the meeting.
Senator Carroll Hubbard was
present arid he led the opening
-- • Prayer.
Those representing the
Senior
Murray -Calloway
Citizens were Verona Grogan,
director, Lelia Boyd, Elizabeth
James, Ardee Riley, Bessie
Miller, Ruby Murphy, Sarah
Sanderson, Madie Vaughn,
Dolly Haley, and Thyra
Cravrford.

helps you look pounds younger
yourt figure
ly
•smooths and
superb fit
a •p
amazingly
e eto uwdegaer
fdovrtbaeb[th
try
r.
let voucr°
this neys Playtex A/44W'swimsuit
and get ready for a whole new you in
appearance and comfort. This is the
magic of Spaneitee-a unique Playtex fabr
invention so stretchable it practically
.. . It's so
comes to life on your body.
cool and light, yet it holds you in and
slims you down without pushing you
out someplace else. It moves with your
fights ride up ancr------ body
stretching out of shape.

Women should use a lighter
and more flexible shaft. and in
most cases, a shorter club than
men with a grip to fit their
hands. I can't understand why
so many don't realize this is
fundamental.

Now you can look better in an exquisite
front lace maillot that's accented by a
provocative deep' U" back, chosen from
the figure-flattering collection of new
r

Playtex A114-1RIM swimsuits

Playter
RIM
_AIWT
SLimsuit
sP
'
nV
holrobLr Nylo
8.1y PoC
aZdatcr
C.etcn Lining Nylon Bock anO C.ontor Cup ;rano
Nylon loam*. Excluong. of Who. ftbors

t/

Town & Country
Dress Shop

1304 Chestnut

Ph. 753-8365
8:30-6:00 Mon.-Sat

JANIE BLALOCK believes concentration helps her say
best golf

WE GO TO ANY LENGTH
TO MAKE YOU HAPPY!!

&Niles
FABRIC CENTERS

TUNA III1M111:1311:1144r11;1114:11111/61:EllariliI:ILI:131gfili

100% POLYESTER

DOUBLE KNITS

.111.1 iii tiller lor Spring Setting'. Your Fii% 01'114' Co101s
on TAIIII• Oil TMIlips
allAr Sat
kb' and perma-press tio-lrott
and Year .‘rotind
.L141111;1,11.. Yarn 1)% vs. Fancies. Pastels. 11hites. \
Colors. 4'on% eteletil Designers IA-tenths. %allies to $1.99 't'd.

LACE TRIMS

.%11 fin"

100% Cotton and Cotton Blends:
Assorted Widths & Colors

57
YARD

2'

YARD

SPRING AND SUMMER

COTTON PRINTS
'ItO

COOKING
IS FUN

M.y r o n Mayer and Mr,
George Steck were honored for
their outstanding work with
cookie sales.
Mrs. M. D. Bowden from
Mayfield presented certificates
to the following neighborhoods
for membership gain this year:
Metropolis, Lone Oak-Concord,
Mayfield, Sharpe, Murray and
Cayce.
Mrs. Peg Connons presented
5-year pins to 20 adult -Members and 10-year pins to nine
adults and I5-year pins to seven
members with Barbara Nitschke
receiving a 20-year pin and
Alicya Komorowski a 30-year
pin.

4

111111T

114

1110

per

l'e111

Nsort own( of 15" i4idth's in
1)F %. \allies to 99e I'd.

4 11111111

N1111111
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19

Tremendous

I engths Nlachine %lash and

o 24" ZIPPERS

Enameled Metal Teeth & Cloth
Tape In Many Colors

YARD

7`

EACH

FAMILY DINNER
French Fries'
Broiled Steak
Rolls
Green Salad
Figure-right Pineapple and
-.
Grapefruit Compote
FIGURE-RIGHT PINEAPPLE
AND GRAPEFRUIT
COMPOTE
Calorie-counters will appreciate this dessert.
I can (8 ounces) pineapple
chunks in unsweetened pine-.
apple juice
1 can (8 ounces) unsweeteqed
grapefruit'sections
2 tablespoons si'rup preser,i-d
or candied ginger. sliv,-14.1ff destre41
Tune the &drained pineapple
.and grapefruit into a
er and chill Just before serv-•
-ing. sprinkle with the guiger.....if
used Makes ito 6 servings If
candied ginger is used, wosh.eff
the sugar coating before using
so it will soften and he ea5Y ia•
sliver )

DECORATOR DELIGHT

DRAPERY LENGTHS
and Solids,
15" Iii 31" %1 Id.' & 11111. 11411(T of Huge .1ssortnient oi Prints
Linen, Jacquards. Casements. Gorgeous Selection of Weaves and
of Yards Sold for $1.19 Vd.
I Am

fabrifie'

L

FABRIC.CENTERS

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Sunday 12:00-6:00
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat
Prices Good thru Wed., May 16, 1973

YARD

1
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Total Of 81 Fouls CalledAs Russians Defeat-USA

r•

Lakers Pound 17 Hits
As Benton Falls 15-0

Thompson and a two run single
play, and the finale followed
David Emerson twirled a two runs came across on an
'a
and by Howard.
Thompson
by
hits
and
that pattern.
error
three hit shutout and his teamhelped
again
Emerson
The referees whistled 41 PittMews
mates belted 17 hits as Calloway Howard.
•
himself in the sixth by
sonal fouls against the Soviets,
Benton
whipped
County
The Lakers added another smacking a two run double.
40 against the Americans
yesterday 15-0.
in the second when Miller Miller reached an error and
run
,.01.
iy.
•
•
players
U.S.
Wednesday. Three
, 1•1.e. •
It was the second consecutive singled in Dowdy who had Hernoon walked to put runners
41-•
re'•
and six Russiansiouled out, inshutout for Emerson, who threw walked and went to third on a at first and second.
'4,
'
cluding the visitors' Aleksandr
a 1-0 gem against South Mar- double by Emerson.
Thompson.then drilled a 300
fifth
44..his
picked
who
Shalnev,
shall last week.
Hits in the fourth inning by foot shot to left for a three run
personal with 6:02 remaining in
hitthe
was
Dan
Thompson
'
Emerson, Miller awl Thorn plus homer, scoring the final runs of
the first half.
ting star for the Leiters as he a fielder's choice produced two
the game for the Leiters.
• ••'
xi
•
In addition, Swen Neter, the
slammed a three run homer in more runs to give the Lakers a
4
Emerson displayed fine
backup center from UCLA, was
route to a three hit day. Rick 5-0 lead.
control on the mound as he
ejected from the game late in
Scarbrough and Emerson also
In the fifth and sixth innings, walked only two men while
the second half for striking a
smacked three hits apiece.
Laker bats were booming as striking out 10.
the
Russian player.
Emerson wasted little time on five runs scored in each frame.
Calloway County, now 4-1 for
"I don't think that's basketthe mound as he started
• Scarbrough, Dowdy, Thorn, the year, will host Martin
ball we played out there
game by fanning the side.
Thompson and Howard all had Westview Friday for a twinbill
tornght," Ron Behagen, the
In the bottom of the first, the hits in the inning. The big blows
Greg
on
tag
the
put
to
tries
catcher
Benton
The
SOMETHING!
with the first game starting at
Minesota forward who was HEY CATCHER. YOU FORGOT
15-0 Lakers gave Emrson all the were a two run double by 3:30 p.m.
himself thrown out of an earlier Howard of Calloway County but the ball is shaken loose. Calloway County defeated Benton
runs he needed for the win as
game for fighting, said in the yesterday.
Mike
by
Photos
Brandon
'Staff
locker room. "It may be their
Lakers
THURSDAY COUPLES
game, but it's not ours. SomeAB..R . H
Bowling League
body could get hurt out there if
Thorn-rf
4 1 1
L.
W.
Team
101
31
they're not careful."
Red Birds
Thompson-ss
5 3 3
83' 2 NU
Road Runners
"I can't explain it, and I'm
Howard-c
5 1 2
55
77
Ups & Downs
not saying that facetiously,"
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By LARRY SIDDONa
Associated Press Sports Writer
BALTIMORE i AP) — Bob
Cousy sat on a storage locker
and shook his head.
"That was the weirdest basketball game Tve ever seen,"
lamented the U.S. coach after
his squad lost to Russia 72-64 in
the final game of a six-city
American tour Wednesday.
"You might say they out-mayhemed
The series, won by the United
States 4-2, was characterized
by rugged, elbow swinging
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Laker Girls' Team
Rains Fires Mound
Takes Track Meet
Gem As Tigers Win
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger& Times Bpsetswriter
Timely hitting combined with
the fine pitching of Charlie
Rains and some good fielding
plays led the Murray High
Tigers to a 5-1 win over
Mayfield yesterday at Holland
Field.
The Tigers, breaking out of a
hitting slump, banged out nine
hits while Rains wall in the
process of twirling a six hitter.
The victory leaves Murray High
with a season record of two wins
and three losses.
Rains was in trouble only
once in the game. That came in
the fourth inning when Mayfield
put three hits together fora run.
The big blow of the inning was
an RBI double by Keith Pyle.
Murray went down in order
for the first two innings but in
the third the Tigers had a
scoring opportunity slip away.
Craig Sutter and Rains drew
one out walks and Glenn
Jackson followed with a single
to fill the sacks. Johnny Hewitt
fanned for the second out of the
inning and then Mike Cathey
followed with a single.
A mix up in signals followed
and Craig Salter was tagged out
at the plate.
In the fifth inning, the Tigers
had their best frame of the
season as they put four hits
together for five big runs.
Ricky Garland opened the
inning by drilling ,a .single into
right. The ball got awayfrom
the rightfielder and Garland
pulled into second.
Suiter drew a walk as did
Rains and the Tigers had the
bases loaded with nobody out.
Jackson popped a fly into
short left for the first out of the
inning and Garland was unable
to tag up and score on the out.
Hewitt reached on a fielder's
choice as a ground ball to
second forced Rains but the
throw at first was late. Garland
scored on the play to tie the
score at 1-1.
The inning seemingly was
over when Cathey hit a little pop
up off the end of the bat. The
ball dropped in between the
mound and third and Cathey
was safe with an infield hit and
the Tigers had a 2-1 lead.
Willis followed with a single to
drive in a pair of runs and then
Gary Dick reached on a walk.
An infield single by Johnny
Wilson brought in Cathey with
the fifth run of the game.

•

ALMOST-Dean Willis tn, of Murray High goes sliding into
the plate and is tagged out by the Mayfield catcher. Willis had two
hits for the Tigers and did an exceptional job with the glove in the
field.
Staff Photos by Mike Brandon )
Mayfield today for a single
game. However, if the Mayfield
diamond is not in shape, the
game will be played at Murray
Heigh
Tigers
AB R H
4 0 2
Jackson-cf
3 1 0
Hewitt-as
4 1 2
Cathey -e
4 1 2
Willis-2b
2 0 0
Dick-rf
3 0 1
Wilson-3b
3 1 1
Rains went the distance for Garland-1f
the Tigers and fanned four Suiter-lb
1 1 0
batters while walking five
1 0 1
Rains-p
Jackson, Cathey and Willis Resig-ph
0 0 0
had two hits apiece for Murray Totals
2859
while Wilson, Garland and
Rains all had one.
000 100 1 1-8-2
Mayfield
Murray is scheduled to be at Murray
000 050 x 5-9-1

The inning ended when
Garland flied deep to center,
with the centerfielder making a
running back-to-the-infield
catch.
Rains had two WINE 'reach
Ma in the fifth but pitched out
of trouble.
In the sixth, a sparkling
double play from Hewitt to
Willis to Suiter at first got Rains
out of trouble.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
The Calloway Cow*, girls'
track team easily won a
triangular meet yesterday.
Calloway County had 99
points while Ballard was second
with 52. Hickman County also
participated but was far back in
the scoring..
Phyliss Adams was the star of
the day for Calloway County as
she had three firsts and a
second for 18 points in a
superior individual effort.
Adams took the 50 yard dash
In 6.6 while Vicky Butterworth
was second with 6.7.
In the 100, Adams took honors
with a 12.4 while Judy Kimbro
was second.
Adams also took first in the
long jump with 13-9 while
Sabrina Tucker was second
with 13-8k4.
The shot put found Adams
emend with a 27-0 while Sandra
Duncan of the Lakers won the
Mitt with 29-4,
Diane Olive took first in the
220 with 28.4 while Kathy
Johnson was second with 28.5.
The 440 found Sarah Clahoun
winning with a fine 1:11.3 while
Carolyn Smith was fourth.
The Lakers swept the first
two places in the 880 as Teresa
Moody took the event with a
3:14.7 while Judy Kimbro was
the runnerup
Sherry Pierce was a winner in
the 50 yard hurdles with an 8.3
while June Murdock was third.
Murdock recorded a 13.1 to take
the 80 yard hurdles while Gale
Broach finished second.
swept
The Laker girls
through all of the relays.
The 440 relay team composed
of Butterworth, Olive, Kathy
Johnson and Peggy Rogers took
the event in 57.5.
The 880 relay team composed
of Butterworth, Olive, Johnson
and Diana Lawrence recorded a
2:02.2.
Lawrence, Kimbro, Rogers
and Sandy Bibb composed the
medley relay team who won
their event in 2:15.5.
Bibb, Lawrence, Marcia

TwO Indiana
Prep Stars

Laker Boys Tie
TOugh Ballard

Webb and Sarah Calhoun
composed the mile relay team
who recorded a 5:00.2.

By MIKE BRANDON
Field events found Carolyn
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Smith second in the discus with
The chances of a track team
a 77-7k4 while Sarah Calhoun tying in two successive meets
was third. In the high jump, are about one in a million. But
Tina Tood was second with 4-4 regardless of odds, it happened
while Marcia Webb took third. yesterday at Calloway County.
The Laker girls will host a
It was Tilly Tuesday when the
triangular meet Friday with Lakers and Murray High
Lone Oak and Heath. Action will finished in a second place tie
begin at 4 p.m. in the field with 46 points apiece.
events with the track events
But yesterday, the Lakers ran
starting at 4:30 p.m.
up 78 points as did powerful

Ballard Memorial while Hickman County had only 10.
But the most amazing fact is
that it was only a week ago
when Ballard hosted the Lakers
and sent Calloway down to a
humiliating 78-42 loss in a dual
meet.
The Lakers accomplished
their feat yesterday without the
services erf two mile man
Dennis Crawford who was sick.

Johnny Bench Belts Three
Homers Off Of Steve Carlton
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Johnny Bench is alive and
well , . in Philadelphia, of all
places.
"Maybe now this will remove
all doubts about my operation,"
the Cincinnati strongboy said
Wednesday night after driving
in seven runs as he blasted
three homers off Cy Young
Award winner Steve Carlton
and, counting a homer his last
time at bat Tuesday night,
equaled the major league
record of four in a row
"Personally," he added, "I
don't pay any attention to it
any more."
The 25-year-old catcher, twice
the National League's Most
Valuable Player, underwent
lung surgery last December for
removal of a benign lesion.
Despite his record-matching
slugging Wednesday night, the
Reds needed a tie-breaking
two-run homer by Dave Concepcion in the ninth inning to
beat the Phillies 9-7.
Elsewhere, St. Louis defeated
San Francisco 3-1, Los Angeles
held off Pittsburgh 8-5, the Chicago Cubs whipped San Diego
9-2 and the New York Meta
trounced Atlanta 8-1. The Houston-Montreal game was rained
out.
American League scores:
Oakland 4, Baltimore 3 in 10 innings; Detroit 4, Kansas City 1;
Milwaukee 5, Texas 1; Cleve-

land 10, California 3; New York
2, Minnesota 0. Boston and Chicago were not scheduled.
It was the second threehomer, seven-RBI game in
Bench's career. The other time
came on July 26, 1870 against
St. Louis and Carlton, then with
the Cardinals, was the victim
that time, too.
"I got him good tonight,"
said Bench, who homered to
center field with a man aboard
In the first inning, walked in
the third, hit a three-run homer
to right field in the fifth and a
two-run shot to left in the seventh.
"But he's got me easy a lot
of days. He's a good pitcher.
They don't have to worry about
him. Remember, he's under a
lot of pressure to have another
good year."
Rookie Ken Reitz socked his
first major league home run as
St. Louis ended its latest losing
streak at a mere four games by
shading San Francisco. It was
only the sixth victory in 26
starts for the low-flying Cardinals.
Willie Crawford doubled in
two runs to highlight a five-run
fifth inning as Los Angeles defeated Pittsburgh. The Pirates
pounded out 14 hits against
Claude Osteen, George Culver
and Jim Brewer, including tworun homers by Manny Sanguillen and Bob Robertson, giving
the Bucs 10 in the three-game

set with the Dodgers. The loss
was still Pittsburgh's 10th in
the last 14 games.
Rick Monday hit a three-run
homer and Billy Williams and
Randy Hundley slammed tworun shots to power the Cubs
over San Diego and into first
place in the NL East by one
game over Pittsburgh. Burt
Hooton scattered six San Diego
hits, including a home run by
Fred Hilton.
Unbeaten Jerry Koosman
fired a five-hitter for his fifth
triumph and Rusty Staub hornered as the Meta chased Carl
Morton with four runs in the
first two innings and beat Atlanta. Koosman held the
Braves hitless until Oscar
Brown doubled with two out in
the sixth. Cincinnati's Jack Billingham is the league's only
other five-game winner.

U.S. Cage Team to China
SPRING7IELD, Mass. ( AP)
- A U.S. basketball team is
being organized for a threeweek tour of the People's Republic of China starting June 9,
the Springfield Union reported
today.
The team will be composed of
college players and will be
sponsored,by the U.S. State Department in cooperation with
the U.S. Collegiate Sports Council, the Union's story said.

The 880 relay team was
disqualified for passing the
baton out of the exchange zone.
Taking those two facts into
consideration with a reminder
of the last meet, it wouldn't be
surprising what happened next.
It was Steve Taylor who if
starred yesterday for theft
Lakers. Taylor zipped through
the competition in the hurdles
for a pair of wins.
Taylor took the 120 high
hurdles with a 19.0 while
Quentin Fanning of the Lakers •
was second. In the '80 low
hurdles, Taylor recorded a 22.7
while Fanning took second in
The Lakers did fair in the
dash events against the strong
Ballard team.
In the 100, Ronnie Olive
recorded an 11.1 for fourth
place. Olive logged a 24.2 for
third in the 220 while James
Gillikin was fourth.
The Lakers came out fine in'
the 440 yard dash as David
Waters won the event in 58.1
while Dale Thomason was
second and Steve Williams
fourth.
The Leiters swept the first
three places in the 880 run as
Jerry Duncan took the event ip ;
2:26.2. Kip Dyer finished second I
and David Sims third.
4
In the mile run, Johnny Riley,.
was second with a 5:26.7. The'
mile relay team was first with a ,
3:49.5 while the 880 relay team,
although being disqualified, had
a fine 1:37.0.
Calloway County was strong
In the field events.
Doug McCann won the pole
vault with a clearance of 9-6
while David Rudolph was
second.
Duncan took the high jump
with 5-6 while Dyer cleared 5-4
for second place.
The triple jump found Waters
second with 35-4 while Duncan
was third. Waters was second in
the long jump with 17-2 while
Steve Cunningham was third.
Wayne Holsapple was fourth
in the shot as was Duncan in the
discus competition.
The Lakers will host Lone
Oak in a dual meet Friday.
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"That money saved my
hide!"
Fire, explosion, or wind
damage to a business firm
is bad enough, but the cost
of overhead and salaries
without earnings during
business interruption can
mean bankruptcy. Investigate Business_ Interruption or • Earnings
insurance with the Murray
Insurance Agency.
Murray
nocratic
lye been
voter in

INSURANCE AGENO
BEt AIR CENTER
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CHARLIE RAINS of Murray High displays the form that
brought him and the Tigers a 5-1 win over Mayfield yesterday.
Rains scattered six hits in going the distance on the mound for
Murray High.

Sharman Says Lakers
Can Still Come Back
LOS ANGELES ) AP ) Coach Bill Sharman of the Los
Angeles Lakers maintains his
National Basketball Association
club has the ability to crack the
odds barrier and overcome the
New York Knicks starting
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and all
4 honor
and all
We will
mud of

tonight.
The odds are against him
since the Knickerbockers of the
East go into the sellout contest
of the Forum with a 3-1 edge in
the best-of-7 final playoff series
and need only one more victory
to take the crown from the 1972
champions.
"This team is capable of winning the next three games,"
Sharman says of his Lakers,
who took the measure of New
York 4-1 a year ago.
But we must minimize our
mistakes and turnovers and do
better on the boards."
Sharman has his prayer and
hopefully he'll also have Jerry
West although the All-Star
guard aggravated a right hamstring strain in the Tuesday
night 103-98 lo.4s at New York in
the fourth game
Both of West's hamstrings
ache but he vows to be ready to
start in the takers do-or-die
contest.

person
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rign for
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5044 MAIN STREET •-• PHONE 7133-4662
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

cell
Moffett, a
and Keith Bloomfield, a 6-7
forward,have signed basketball
national letters of intent with
Murray State University, Coach
Cal Luther, has announced.
Both Moffett and Bloomfield
played prep basketball at
Horace Mann High School,
Gary, Indiana.
Moffett averaged 17.8 points
and 17.0 rebounds last season.
Bloomfield averaged 16.5 points
and 14.5 rebounds. Both were
named to all-city and allsectional teams.
Murray assistant coach Fred
Overton, who recruited the pair,
said each should become an
outstanding college player.
"Moffett was perhaps the best
big man in the Nothern Indiana Conference," he said.
"He has great quickness and
jumping ability and is a good
scorer. Bloomfield is quick and
strong and an excellent
rebounder. Both need only
experience to become outstanding Ohio Valle Conference players."
Moffett and Bloomfield Were
coached at Horace Mann by I,ou
Thomas, who rated them
among the best college
prospects he had developed
there.

Baseball
Standings
National League
East
PC?
t 2 G-18.
5
W16 Li3
Chicago
12 11 .522 1
Pittsburgh
14 14 .500 1'
New York
Montreal
PtiIadelphia
3'
:
1112 1153
S

AND CALLOWAY
IN APPRECIATION OF THE NICE BUSINESS THE PEOPLE OF MURRAY
SPECIALS.
COUNTY HAVE GIVEN US IN THE PAST YEARS, WE ARE GIVING THESE

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
MAY 11-12

FREE
28 OZ. PEPSI

WITH THE PURCHASE OF 8 OR MORE GALLONS OF GAS, AT OUR REGULAR
PRICE, WE WILL GIVE ONE 28 OZ. PEPSI ABSOLUTELY FREE! THIS OFFEF
GOOD FROM 6 A.M. FRIDAY TO 6 A.M. SUNDAY AND IS NOT LIMITED TO ONE
FREE PEPSI PER CUSTOMER.

32 I FREE DOOR PRIZES

Los Angeles
Atlanta
can Diego

3
5
251 2
544
I :.664
18 L
17
2°
18 155;101 '
1 1 30
10

American League
East
W. L. Pct. G B
13 14 481
Detroit
480
3 ,w
15
2 1
13
Milwaukee
Cleveland
Baltimore
12 14 462
.12
New York
10 14 4117
wist
Boston

Los Angeles was listed a
three-point favorite at Las
.-Ur -1.-:127 Chicago
Vegas, Nev., for game No S, Kansas
_City, 17 11 .07 2
but no one appeared to be ac- California
13 11 .542
500 '
2 :4
2 14
14
cepting odds on the overall Oakland
7(1
Minnesota
4 series
▪ 914 .39 1
Texas

South 12th at Story Ave.

Across Street from Jerry's

oe2
t 10 .697 -s3
San
FranciscW
Houston
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NUMBER WILL BE
POSTED ON WINDOW
.YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

. 100.00
Prize .
. .$50.00
Prize .
Prize
. . 100 Gals. Gas
50 Gals. Gas
Prize . .
•
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Hearing Set For
Alleged K niter
FRANKLIN, Ky. ( AP) — A
preliminary hearing was scheduled today for a former Tennessee man charged in connection with a knifing incident
during a bus trip Monday night.
Willie Moseley, a native of
Springfield, had been held without bond in the Simpson County
jail pending the hearing. He is
charged with malicious cutting
and wounding.
Moseley was arrested after
allegedly terrorizing 43 passengers aboard a Greyhound bus
en route from Louisville to
Nashville, Tenn.
State Police at Bowling
Green said Moseley was accused of cutting three passengers with a pocket knife and injuring a fourth.
Two of the passengers were
treated for knife wounds at the
Franklin Simpson Memorial
Hospital Monday night and released, and one was treated for
head wounds. Another passer
ger suffered minor cuts was
was not treated, officers said.
Moseley was arrested by
Trooper Larry Woosley after
the bus driver pulled off Interstate 65 about five miles south
of Franklin and the passengers
left the bus. State Police said
Moseley surrendered when
Woosley arrived_

Skipping•Plowing Will
Cut Down Planting Time

41_,EXINGTON, Ky.—Plant
corn without plowing? That
may be the best answer for
many farmers who are behind
schedule in corn planting
because of the wet weather,
according to Morris Bitzer,
Extension grain crops specialist
at the university of Kentucky
College of Agriculture.
"Working soil which is too wet
is not a good way to catch up,"
says Bitzer. "Tillage operations
on wet soil will result in poor
physical condition of the soil
which will hurt yields."
no-till
Heavy disking or
planting will allow you to go
ahead and plant corn without
taking time to plow„ Bitzer
points out.
"You can eliminate both
plowing and disking by planting
your corn no-till," says Bitzer.
"The no-tillage system has
really caught on in Kentucky in
recent years. Last year, some
225,000 acres—almost onefourth of the corn grown in
Kentucky—was planted using
the no-till method."
With the no-tillage system it is
necessary to apply a contact
herbicide such as Paraquat
with a surfactant either before
planting or immediately afterwards before the corn comes
LADIES LIVE LONGER
up. The contact material can be
LONDON (AP) — Girls born combined with the residual
today are likely to outlay, theirl herbicide which many farmers
brothers by six years, ac- apply with conventional tillage.
cording to the Registrar"Be sure to use plenty of
General's quarterly report
water with the contact spray,"
issued here.
"It takes 40-60
Life expectancy for boys in says Bitzer.
per acre to get
gallons
of
water
Britain is less than 69, comcoverage good enough to kill all
pared with over 75 for girls.

* VOTE FOR *
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Designer Put More Into His Hairstyles
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of the design and the length of
the hair. The shape of the design is permanent, but the color
washes out and can be changed
to suit the wearer's mood. Artdeco colors are permanently
dyed.

stars
each had a different design from Chicago to have
ly far-out people.",
By ELISE VIDER
head.
her
onto
dyed
Most customers stick to sim- dyed onto his hair.
Associated Press Writer
The process takes one to foui
however. One of
Ribarski said one girl, whose
NEW YORK (AP) — It's a pler designs,
depending on the extent
hours
in
chose
a
came
19,
Long,
is
Star,
name
last
them, Cecily
hair salon for far-out heads.
star for the side of
the green vegetation"
Since February, hair stylist turquoise
If you aren't set up for no-till Gino Ribarski has been dyeing her long brown hair. "I'm a
planting, you can eliminte pictures, geometric designs and star fanatic," she explained.
plowing by disking deeply, says graffitti into people's hair for
Ribarski, 30, approaches his
the UK specialist. It may be $15-25 at his salon called Sadie work like an artist.
necessary to disk two or three Thompson's.
"You know how freaky Dali
times. If the disking doesn't kill
So far, he says he has been is," he said. "It's like that."
all the "green stuff," you may getting 25 customers a week First, Ribarski prepares a stenneed to apply a contact her- and has turned out such de- cil for the design and applies it
bicide.
signs as shooting stars, but- to the hair. The stencil is then
Don't delay planting corn
terflies, hearts, flowers, light- filled in with bleach, with food
because you haven't applied
ning bolts, initials and seagulls. coloring and india ink used for
fertilizer and herbicides, says
He also does conventional styl- 2olking.
Bitzer. For conventional
Ribarski, whose shop is in the
ing.
planting, you can substitute
Ribarski, who claims to be :ity's faddish Upper East Side,
some other herbicide system for
the only practitioner of the pop said he has had almost as
the pre-plant incorporated form, also does art-deco — inany men as women customherbicides.
multicolored designs following ers.
recommended
If the
-The men's designs are a
sculptured shape — "for reala
phosphate and potash fertilizer
little more subtle," he said.
has not been applied, 200-230'
One, male customer had his
pounds of a mixed fertiliser in
shaped like a teardrop in back.
should
the row at planting
A woman customer had her ensupply the early plant needs.
tire head bleached and a rainCHRISTMAS COMM FOR EX-WAR PRISONER—Maj. Edward W. Leonard, Jr., rides through
You can apply additional
bow design applied to her treshome town of Winlock, Wash., to cheers of Merry Christmas. The former POW said he wanted to
his
phosphate and potash after
ses. Another wanted pink hair
celebrate Christmas when he returned home and the townsfolk put up a tree and redecorated th,
planting. Nitrogen fertilizer
with a brown star. A rock
for Christmas. He was a prisoner for some five years in North Vietnam. 1AP Wirephoto)
applied four to five weeks after
group looking for a gimmick town
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
planting should be as effective
as an application at planting The names of thirty-nine candidates for the General Assemtime, notes Bitzer.
The UK specialist says the bly, including 10 incumbent
later corn is planted, the state representatives, have
greater is the risk of insect been sent to the state Attorney
damage. Also, insects are often General's Office because of demore of a problem with no- linquency in filing campaigntillage. Thus, some situations spending reports.
may require the use of a soil
The list was sent by the Keninsecticide.
tucky Registry of Election FiDiazlinon seems to be the most nance. Filings were due April
effective in providing some 30, but the registry delayed recontrol of the southwestern porting the candidates as
corn borer, which is a problem delinquent to make sure no rein late-planted corn in western ports had been delayed in the
mail.
Kentucky.
Atty. Gen Ed Hancock said
Bitzer says the longer corn
planting is delayed, the greater he is empowered by state law
lee Ple001GY
are the chances for yield to seek a court injunction to
Yodel !SAO,
111
.<nape. Menne
reductions. "Rather than plant force delinquent candidates to
corn too late in the season, you file the spending reports. Hanshould consider switching to cock said state law also peranother crop," he points out. mits a court to nullify the nomSolid state components in many areas
"Soybeans are hurt less than ination or election of any candiAccuColor picture tuba for lifelike
•
been
have
corn by late planting and are an date proven to
color.
lor.
excellent alternative for a cash delinquent in filing a report.
• One - set fine tuning.
Two incumbent representagrain crop. If you need feed
• Automatic Chrome control, built-in
grain, consider grain sorghum. tives now running for the state
antenna.
SPECIAL!
For forage production, the Senate are included on the list
forage sorghums or sorghum- mailed by the registry: Rep.
sudan hybrids may
be the Stuart Kelly, D-Tayiorsville,
seeking the Democratic nomination in the 20th Senate District, and Rep. Louis T. Peniston, D-New Castle, seeking the
26th District Senate nomination.
May 5, 1873
Other incumbent representaAdults-78
tives: Reps. Dottie Priddy, DNur
Louisville ; Raymond OverADULTS-78
street, R-Liberty; Joe Clarke,
NURSERY-4
D-Danville; Kenneth C. Wood,
sNO NEWBORN'ADMISSIONS D-Frankfort; Woodford F. May,
FOR GREAT
DISMISSALS
D-Woodsbend; John W. Rowlikst. Linda B. Stom, Rt. 1
land, R-Pineville; Darvin Allen,
Alino, Mrs. Betty Louise Kelso, D-Royalton, and House Major806 Sunny Lane, Murray, Mrs. ity Caucus Chairman, W.J.
Johnie Elaine Myers, 715 Riley Reynolds, D-Allen.
Ct., Murray, Mrs. Lucille
Hargis, Rt. 3, Murray, Clay
Marine, Rt. I, Kirksey, Galon
Willis, 200 Mulbeery St.,
Murray, Mrs. Cordie Buchanan,
302 S. 5th St., Murray, Walter
Bickburn, 100 Hickory Dr.,
Murray.
•NEW1 Excitingly bright, excitingly sharp RCA's unique Acculine picture tube system.
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
•NEW!
Trimline, sculptured design.
measured federal judge has dismissed a
Scientists have
'NEW! Accumatic IV .push button control
waves on Lake Ontario as high $200,000 lawsuit against a forof color, tint, brightness, contrast.
mer state penitentiary warden
as 25 fee:.
•PlUS! 100% Solid State - no tubes to
in the stabbing death of an inburn out.
te
The suit was filed in U.S. DisPIKIXCTA
RCA Yoe
.
ILK.
IS- 444•44.4, 444444•
trict Court by Mrs. Elaine M.
Schmidt of ('ovington, mother
of Donald Schmidt, a 23-yearold inmate of the state
penitentiary at EddyvWe who
•Powerful chassis delivers excellent
was stabbed to death in 1970.
performance.
Mrs. Schmidt contended that
•Many solid state components
THIS WEEK
6/
1641 f.1
John Will Wing°, who was the
•One - set VI-If fine tuning.
The twartrIlr
RCA
warden at Eddyville at the
-44441 EN 310
Sy
I'
.
Oir
ppiehee
time, and other officials were
to blame for her son's death beI
•
cause Schmidt was not removed from the prison.hospital
for special emergency treatment.
S fritti,
state components in many areas
Schmidt died seven hours
•Black matrix picture tube- RCA's bestl
after he was stabbed.
THIS WEEK
•Accumatic IV - push but-ton control of color,
U.S. District Judge Charles
tint, brightness, contrast.
M. Allen dismissed the suit
Tuesday, though, ruling that
the warden's responsibility was
Medal ESA),
RCA ',,.'.o'
limited to providing whatever
t••
care was available at the prison.

39 Candidates
Delinquent In
Filing Reports

Spectacular Color Buy!

HOWARD
KOENEN
Manager Starks Hardware

Murray
City Council
— FOr

lit Name
Fg:'

He

Hospital Report

If elected I will support or initiate action to accomplish
the following:
1. Reinstate week's trash pickup in residential areas
2. Limit travel expense money for elected officials.
3. Better Streets thru a systematic maintenance program.
4. No Closed sessions during regular council meetings.
5. Tighter enforcement of city stickers and privilege
licenses.
6. Distinctly separate duties of the mayor and council as
provided by the statutes.
7. Fair return from state and county taxes paid by citx
PeopleI am available for any questions concerning city
government at 753-1227 or 753-4588. Please feel free to call
me if you have any comment or questions.
Your vote would be greatly appreciated.

PORTABLE VALUES

MOMS &
GRADS

Suit Dismissed RCA 's most advanced,
lowest priced XL-100
Against Warden
portable Color TV ever!
In Paducah

978
NEW

Easy-to-buy
carryin' color

May Carpet Saie
REGULAR SHAGS
$545 Sq. Yd

$398

COMMERCIAL CARPET

4i/A._

is DO

$645

Sq Yd

CO

All Unbelievable Prices
sq ko,
for the Month of May

* PAINT SPECIAL *
4

With Purchase of Two Gallons of Paint

FREE! 1 -2-Foot STEP LADDER
26G8ALALLTOENXS
LATEX FLAT WALL $595 Gallon
House Paint
Matching Latex Semigloss'
$220 Qt
ENAMEL
Special Priced!
This Month

14.

401

Hughes Paint Stoke_ _
• Pupae 7513642
Maple Street

/58

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service May 9, 1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1102 Est. 900
Barrows' a Gilts 25 cents lower
Sows steady to 50 cents lowcr
US 1-2 200-130 lbs., 34.75-3525
:US 1-3 200-24 lbs., 34.25-34.75
US 2-4 240-20 lbs.. 33_75-34 25
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 33.25-33 75
Sows .
US 1-3 21,74}-36-Ihs., 30 50-31 00
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 30.00-30 50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 29.50-30.0o
Boars 25.00-29.50

Reil AccuColor
full
•Solid-featured portable

Red/quality at
a-budget price!

Reils
lowest priced
remote tv!

•IlAsny solid state components.
-Instant Pic and sound
'Excellent reception in fringe
$88
and weak signal areas'

THIS WEEK

THIS $138

RCA

WEEK

TSP 1•000111eatt II
Yodel AN I Wee
IS. dosapenal spallee•

•No jumping up to change channels or to turn it
on or off.
-Earphone included for watching the late show
without disturbing others.

409

Remote
(metro/

Warr
mar's
posy ta hoe

AltaiRKINS

Ma le

-

Phone

753-1713

diagonal s
black -and-white
portable
744 tw304414
who.. 51 00
paeappepo epee.,
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Environmentally
Speaking

Museum at Bath
features Americana
By GORDON IRVING
Copley News Service
BATH, England — The historic old English town of Bath,
basking in the glory of just
passing one thousand years of
its life since King Edgar was
crowned here as the first king
of all England, houses Europe's most comprehensive
museum of Americana.
Tourists arriviits from the
United States abd Central
America find it d Claverton
Manor, a handsome country
house two miles from the town
center.
When I visited this unique
American Museum the other
day, I found the eighteen
rooms illustrating scenes, authentic in most details, of domestic life in Colonial America.
floorboards and paneling
have been brought from original New England houses.
One room is from a Massachusetts house, vintage 1690,
with beamed ceiling, brick
fireplace, and a pedestal table
that once belonged to Peregrine White, born in 1620
aboard the Mayflower as it
anchored in Cape Cod harbor.
The New Hampshire House
section, dating to 1745, features a "borning room;"
these small guest chambers,
kept warm and comfortable
because of their prox,imity to
the kitchen, were often used
in time of illness or childbirth,
hence their name.
Bath's American Museum
also features an American Indian Room, illustrating the
history and geographical
movements of America's first
inhabitants. I viewed, along
with a party of visitors from
California, relics and handcrafts produced by tribes as
diverse as the Iroquois and
the Comanche.
But the most interesting
room of all, to me at least,
was the replica of Conkey's
Tavern.
"June Ye 21st 1776" is the
date carved over the fireplace
of this Massachusetts meetinghouse — less than a month
before the signing of the Declaration of Independenke. It
was at Conkey's, too, that
Capt. Daniel Shays plotted his
unsuccessful "Shays' Rebellion" against Massachusetts
in 1786.
The room is bright with
firelight and gleaming pewter, and fresh gingerbread
•'Martha Washington's own
recipe, minus the sherry, of
course!" f-was told) is baked
in a beehive oven and served
to visitors as they pass
through the room.
Bath itself has much to intrigue the tourist and vacationer. The town is famed for

its Roman baths and the 16th
Century abbey church.
The kings and queens of England have hadaimuch influence on the development of
the place.
Anne of Denmark, wife of
James the First, visited here
in the 17th Century to take the
waters from the hot mineral
springs, and started a great
social boom that made Bath
one of the qpost fashionable
spa towns in Europe. Charles
the Second, James the Second, and Queen Anne also
paid visits here, and where
the English monarch went,
society followed.
The town was almost completely rebuilt in the 18th Century. It has splendid crescents, terraces and squares,
making it an elegant spot to
visit and photograph.
Bladud, son of a king of
Britain about 800 B.C., discovered the healing powers of the
hot springs of Bath. The Romans, arriving here in A.D.
43, developed the city and
named it "Aquae Sulis,"
meaning waters of Sul. It became a walled town of 23
acres, with everything centered around the baths anct
the Temple of their Goddess
of the Waters, Sul Minerva.
The baths which the Romans built are intact today.
The Great Roman Bath is 80
feet long, 40 feet wide, and six
feet deep.
The entire floor of the bath
is still that of the original Roman lead mined from the
nearby Mendip Hills.
The hot water coming into
this bath runs through a portion of the lead conduit laid
down by a Roman plumber
nearly 2,000 years ago," a
Bath antiquarian told me.
"Next to the Great Bath is our
lovely Circular Bath, 33 feet in
diameter, possibly used by
women and children
More than 400,000 visitors
from every corner of the
world visit the Pump Room
and the Roman Baths each
year.
You find more history in the
lovely Abbey of Bath, a thousand years of it, in fact. There
'was a nunnery on this spot in
676, and a monastery a century later. Queen Elizabeth
the First of England worshiped in the abbey in August,
1574.
The fresh breezes of hill
country blow close to Bath.
The Cotswold Hills, with some
charming old-worldly Tillages, are to the north, while
to the southwest are the Menlip Hills, the limestone cliffs
and caves of Cbeddar Gorge,
and the cathedral city of
Wells.

THOMAS 0. HARRIS
COMMISSiONER
Kentucky Department tor Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection

Erwin and silt are a frequent l ditches across Kentucky's
did fifteen to
Erosion and slit are a landscape that
you
Instead,
topic
ago.
years
twenty
discussion
of
afrequent
wooded hillsides
ti today. This is as it should be— set grass or
waterways. Think
p since silt is, in total volume, the ami sodded
o number one pollutant of Ken- what our silt problem would
tucky's bodies of water.
have been if not for the
would have been if not for the programs of these districts.
In the future, with the help of
organization of conservation
districts nearly a quarter of a federal and state agencies,
century ago. These districts, districts are going to be called
organized under State law, are upon to reduce our erosion and
subdivisions of our Kentucky silt problems even further.
They will be working with our
stifle governeinnt.
Each is governed by a locally
urban as well as rural areas: al
elected board of supervisors much comes from cities as from
which develops and carries out our agricultural land.
conservation programs. All of
The same general type of
Kentucky's land is in one or conservation practices used on
another conservation district. agricultural land will also work
The Division of Conservation in our cities and towns.
in our Department for Natural Recognizing this, the 1972
Resources and Environmental General Assembly brought our
Protection Was created by the incorporated cities and towns
Kentucky General Assembly to into conservation districts.
Conservation is a neverhelp these districts plan and
carry out sound conservation ending task. The work done by
programs. The division does these districts during the last
ad- twenty-five years is improviding
by
this
ministrative, financial, measurable. I know the
educational and informational districts will continue to meet
assistance.
challenges in the future. I am
I am very happy with the happy that our department is
have providing assistance to conprograms districts
developed and carried out in our servation districts so that they
the
is
Nearby
Bath, England.
ROMAN BATH—Roman soliders built this monument in the city of
state. No longer do you see the may improve the environment
biggest American museum in England.
gullied hillsides and large ugly In which we all must live.
you

ti

Not just one but two belts
but between two polyester
•'
"Trr'ffr

cord plies.

Polyester

13/32 Tread Depth

Box

53

Two Polyester Cord Body Plies

* H78-14
* G78-15

Two Inserted Steel Belts

* H78-15

TIRES

All Prices F.E.T. $2.11-$3.77 each

Gilletbe
TIRES

Use Your Credit * No Money Down
No Finance Charge * 6 Months To Pay
With Approved Credit
B.F.
GOODRICH

DR70-13
ER70-14
FR711-14
GR70-14
Premier
America's
HR70-14
Radial Tire Maker
FR70-15
GR70-15
HR70-15
JR70-15
LR70-15

RODGER WARD
"INDY CHAMP"
•Raised White
Letters
•Wide, Eight
Rib Tread
•Full 4-Ply Nylon
Cord

STEEL
RADIAL

Complete
With Center
And Lug Nuts

808 Coldwater Road
Near 5 Points

Wide

139.34*
$42.541
$44.63
$49.66
$54.11
$44.63*
$51.87
$56.87
$59.59
$63.16

UNIR•YAL
ZETA 40M
UNIROYAL HAS MADE MORE
STEEL BELTED RADIALS
THAN ALL OTHER AMERICAN
TIRE MF. PUT TOGETHER.

As Low As
Up to 10ii7"

Windsor

* G78-14

78 Series Design

Sheriff

C arles

start losing w•Ight today/ OR
MONEY BACK MONADEX is a tiny
tablet that well help curb your de
sire for traces, tood. Eat less-weigh
leas. Contains no dangerous drugs
and will not make you nervous. No
strenuous exercise Change your life
.
start today. MONADEX costs
$3.00 for a 20 day supply and WOO
for twice the amount. LOIN ugly fat
or your money will be refunded with
no Questions asked by: Savrite
:Bet-Air Shopping Center•
Grim
malt grders Filled

* F78-14
for Plus Mileage

T. G. (Ted)
Alexander

*ELECT*
1111-- CHARLES WINDSOR
for. Magistrate
District No. 4
10 years of road work and
2 years businest mapasement
experience.
LyIlladefFee,

LOSE UGLY FAT

OR PAY NOTHING

Any Sizes
Listed

of steel cord. Not on top of

Appraisal Training
Given FHA Personnel
Burris used FHA state office
Mr. John H. Burris, Kentucky
State Director of Farmers specialists in housing and the
Home Administration, is farmer programs sections to
holding appraisal training conduct the training.
In theory, Burris says, this
meetings for all FHA supervisors. Burris says that recent can permit FHA to make an
instructions to comply with applicant a loan considering
Federal law changed were current market values. All FHA
being cliacimasd, and actual loans are made on an individual
farm and homing appraisals basis considering the borrowers
were being made during the two net worth, operation, and
day meeting. Recommended repayment ability. No loans are
market value appraisals are made to anyone who can obtain
commercial
now being made for loans in credit from
farm ownership and housing sonrces at reasonable rates and
terms.
closed by this USDA agency.
LeRoy
employee
FHA
at
offices
with
Cunningham
*
FOR
VOTE
*
Mayfield took training at
Madisonville, Kentucky.
Mr. Raymond E. Hogue,
County Supervisor, reminded
citizens of Calloway. Graves
and Marshall Counties, that
for
FHA is making loans to eligible
applicants in this area. Further
information may be obtained at
403 South Seventh Street,
of
Mayfield, Kentucky, or calling
Calloway County
247-1250.
Part time FHA offices are
"Your Candidate for
held each Wednesday morning
in Murray in the Swann
Law and Order"
Building, and each second
T.G.
by
Paid Pol. Ad.
Wednesday of every month in
Murray.
Alexander, RR2,
Benton in the ASCS office there.

Hospital Report
May 4, 073
Adults-all
Nursery-i
NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Hester (Mrs
Esther Marie Hester). Rt. 6,
Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Richard Murray Duke, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Bessie May Atkins,
Rt. 1, Dover, Tenn., Voris Riley
Sanderson, 1006 Main St.,
Murray, Miss Jill Deann
Jackson, 1506 Maple St., Benton, Richard Stanley Miller, Rt.
'7, Murray, Norman Leon Ormiston, 1611 Miller Ave.,
Murray, Mrs. May Elizabeth
Hoaford, 1621 Olive St., Murray,
Mrs. Fly Herdon, 1406 Poplar
St., Murray, Mrs. Anna Lou
Tarry, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Reba Mae Overby, 707 Olive St.,
Murray, John V. Latimer, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Cletie Mae Black,
Rt. 1, Mw-ray, Loyd Edward
McKeel, 305 S. 11th St., Murray,
Mrs. Nettie Dot Boyd, 812 Hurt
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Ftosie Mary
Elirabeth Garland (expired)
t. I, Murray.

E R711-14
F R 7$ 14
GR711-141.
HR /It 14

'3395*

GR71 15
MR711 15

Size F60-14

JR7I1-15
LR711-15

EWING TIRE SERVICE
Hours. Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 — Sat. 7:30-5:00

'a

.... *42.50
. . . 541.113
541144
554.11

1.41.87
154.87
5511.511
543.10

Phone 753-3164
Murray
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Dairy Specialist Dr. John Nicalot of the University of Kentucky explains the operation of a milking
machine to the students.

State Dairy Princess Shizry Ezell of Gracey and Mrs. Carves Paschall 4-H leader from Hazel, give
out samples of milk at the Dairy Day last week.

Ted Howard,county extension agent, explains the four stomachs of a cow to several students on the
tour.
This student observes the model dairy farm on display at the Stahler farm.

Students from Calloway County and Murray City Schools toured
the Jim Stahler farm last week as part of the "Dairy Day' activities here.
The event, which will be held from now on as an annual affair,
was sponsored by the Dairy Council of Kentucky and Indiana,
according to Ted Howard, county extension agent.
The students toured the dairy farm, and learned the various
aspects of the dairy operation. Farm-oriented games were also
set up in the dairy barn, as well as displays for the children to
observe

The operation of a milking machine is explained to curious students on the tour.

--*
•••‘-**,,,,, 4'
•ii- - -..e •
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AP

•

a
The Intricacies of a eaw's Manisa were explained- to the students through the use of this animal
_
,
with a "window- In thtirldr? ---•---""---- -- -- ------

Students tested themselves on the quiz board at the Dairy Day,
sponsored by the Dairy Council and Dairy Committee of Ken-'
II
tucky and Indiana.
'
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at 107 N. 3rd Street
The oNLy Federal Inspected

MEATMARKET
Callowa..y%.ounty

\\\

in
or Retail
Wholesale
\At\\ttkAtt0000000
00\\o
0000

0111111 I

Choice Custorn-tuts
of Beef & Pork

Bernice, your personal butcher, says:

Everything from 1
Slice of Bologna to
the Whole Steer!

With the price of meat today, the customer needs
SPECIAL Attention, so come let our four expert
butchers cut your order to your own specifications
Country Style Bacon - Home-Made Sausage

8

4:p lb., bagged
0

Meat Market Hours:
7:30-5:00 Monday-Friday
7:30-12:30 Saturdays

GIBSON
Locker Plant
00011107 No. 3rd Streef
Murray, Kentucky.. - -Phone 753-1601
INENSISS0000

111Illiiii111111111111111

6
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PAGE TWELVE

with influential persons, experts in all lines. But only
consult. Sign nothing yet. More
details will have to be
straightened out.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Your judgment a bit
"cloudy." Optimism may be
coloring your outlook, so
postpone making important
decisions until a more
propitious period.
LEO .
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
As with Cancer, some caution
needed. Ambition could cause
you to take unnecessary risks.
Curb for the moment.

FOR FRIDAY. MAY 11. 1973
in any way
Look in the section in which speculate or gamble
your birthday comes and find TAURUS
21) NW
what your outlook is, according ( Apr. 21 to May
likely to
are
affairs
Job
to the stars
conflict with personal desires,
but accept the situation for the
ARIES
present. It will pay off later.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A favorable day for routine GEMINI
affairs, but care needed in ( May 22 to June 21)
A good day for consultations
financial matters. Don't

THURSDAY—MAY 10, 1973

Y, KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER ti TIMES —MURRA
SAGITTARIUS
VIRGO
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
( Aug. 24 to Sept 23)
Like Scorpio, you, too, should
A most fortunate day for watch your wallet. Not only
personal plans and ambitions. may you feel reckless, finanYour intuition at a peak. Don't cially, but there are some who
hesitate to back your hunches. would take advantage of your
LIBRA
innate generosity.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An- CAPRICORN
A stimulating day, but don't (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
let your enthusiasms cause you
Good will built up in the past
to take on more than you can will prove an invaluable asset
handle. Easy does it!
now. You gain added status and
SCORPIO
importance in several areas.
iOct. 24 to Nov. 22)
•
AQUARIUS
Curb inclinations toward
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
extravagance. If you overspend
Your imagination stimulated,
on credit or impulse buying but don't go to extremes in
now, you'll regret it later.
anything. Be especially careful

on the social front where you
COULD overtax yourself.
PISCES
r
.
C
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
An inspiring day for romance
and creative activities. In the
latter connection, an avocation
have
to
prove
may
remunerative value.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a wealth of
talents and traits with which to
lead a most successful and
happy life. You are ideally
suited to the fields of law,
medicine, art, music, literature
and horticulture. Also, with
your inherent love of tradition,

CLOTHING DEPARTMENT
Ladies

you could excel as an archeologist or historian; would
also make an excellent teacher
along these lines. If you do not
choose art or music (at which
you are particularly adept) as a
one,
either
career,
avocationally, could act as a
fine outlet for your love of
beauty, your imagination and
idealism. Travel should please
you immensely, but you are
always happy to return home,
where you find your greatest
peace and spiritual fulfillment
Birthdate of: Irving Berlin,
composer; Salvador Dali,
surrealist painter.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR PM For • persontil lab-p..
forecast on health, wealth, love and
matriaes send SI 00 plus IS cants in
to
COW, 'Or Postage end handing
Book
Ni,.NIZ
OldChires Station."5"
14011. mentionine
Print your NAME. ADDZETririft,
ZIP, and DATE OF BIRTH (tob• sure
you eel It,. right torftclill tor yo,
zodiac sign)

Ladies
Summer

Permanent

BLOUSES

Press

Pcs
•

THE PHANTOM

Small-Medium

•Short & Long

Large &

Styles

X-Large

Sizes

•Sizes Small-Large

Come in And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's
LiihOway70-41TMURRAY, KY.

HAIR SPRAY

SHAVER
Includes:

Ladies

STYLE

Ladies Remington
Cordless Rechargabk

Choice

SHORT
SETS

of Reg., Super Hold,

Unscented, Ultra Hold.

Manicure Set &

749

16-oz.

Separate Attachment for
Underarms$,

Reg.'1.2949

$397Asst Colors

Limit 3

Model LR90
CASHMERE

BOUQUET

DUSTING
POWDER

- In
Remembrance

REAL 61ANT5?

NO, REx
-. MEN
RAY** A

GA,AE - v Wreaths

Asst Color
Boxes

v Sprays
v Crosses v Pots

Reg. '1.00 581
Ingraham Pride

Low Discount Prices
Lady

Lighted Dial

CLOCK

Ladies

Noreko Tripleheader

SANDALS

SHAVER

Electric Alarm

EXTRA NICE trailer, located 1
mile from college, fully carpeted,
Early American furniture, color
TV., matching drapes and
bedspreads, air conditioned,
electric heat, underpenned. Rent
$100.00 per month. Gas and water
furnished. Deposit required
Couples preferred. Phone 753MUG
7358 or 753-5191.
CARD OF' THANKS
We wish to express our thanks
and appreciation for the many
acts of kindness shown during the
illness and death of our loved one,
W.J. Wilkerson. May God's
blessings be with each of you.
1TP
The family.
The family of Clay Brewer
want to express their thanks and
appreciation for the kind words
and deeds show us in the recent
loss of our father, grandfather,
great grandfather and greatgreat grandfather. To the neighbors who brought such a bountiful amount of food to the home,
thanks. To Dr. Ross and Dr. Hal
Houston and the nurses on third
and fourth floor who were so
attentive to our needs and took
such good care of him while in the
hospital, we say God bless you
daily in your work. Also, we want
to thank Wayne and Kathy Perrin
for the beautiful songs, and
music. For the comforting words
of Bro. A.M. Thomas, we are
very grateful. Also thanks to the
Max Churchill Funeral Home for
their complete services. We have
learned from past experiences,
that everything is greatly appreciated. May God bless each
one in the future, is our daily
Prayer.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt McCallon
Mr. and Mrs. Luble Parrish
Mr. and Mrs. Rob F. McCallon
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Pearcy
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Edd Parrish,
Elvin Lee and Patricia Parrish,
Randy Lee and Mitzi McCallon,
LaDouna and Richard Jones, and
1TC
Jennifer Gall Parrish.
The family of Mrs. Virgel
Garland wishes to express thanks
for all the kindnessems shown us
during the illness and 1059 1hour
loved one.
Thanks for all the flelwers,
cards and food everyone sent. A
special thanks to all three shifts
of the 4th floor nurses, Dr.
Marquardt, Dr. Lowery, The
Max Churchill Funeral Home,
Bro. Hayward Roberts, Bro. Pete
Carlisle, those who helped in the
music program and for everyone
who helped in any way. May God
bless each of you is our prayer.
1TC
The Garland Family

3OLT

Low Top Styles

v High &

Reg. '5.95
Grill

75
FOR SALE OR FOR RENT
MOBILE HOME, 10' wide, two
bedrooms, air conditioned. Nice.
Located in University Heights
Mobile Home Park. Phone 753MlOC
6406 or 753-1566.

Sizes 5-10
in Asst Styles

Rotary Shaving System

Size 34.46"

Buddy L

hf LISTENS 70 WaPiP AVMS
SAlCIP7- NOW hillatr)--

Master

FIRE EXTINGUISHER
Model 2303
•24" Portable Tripod
•Folding Brazier
v Completely Adjustable

Black
& White

DELUXE SUPER 6 DRY CHEMICAL

—Completely rechargable
—Indicating guage
—Meets requirements of the U. S. Dept.
of Transportation, Federal Aviation
Authority.
—Coast Guard Approved
—UL Approved
—Complete with heavy duty mounting
bracket.

,5
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BOAT SEATS
v- Molded Fiberglass
White & Avocado
Swivel

AUCT
AUCTION
Highway 6.1
at 700 p.m
glass,furnil
three piece
hutch, old
conditione•
depression
dough tr
chocolate si
obit and f
wa
stove,elect
telling whi
Bride-247 a
278.

AUCTION
12, 10:00 a.:
South 4th S'
Trellis Mc(
Will offer
54", refinis
ct
other
upholstery,
chairs,
Water ml
needlepoir
small tru
gapes on
lass pitct
lamps, gui'
brass fror
Savage aut
100 clay pi
Cola ther
Singer haz
machine
upholstery
--- camping
,4rpeivriter,
Wing M1
volume
cyclopedia
watch, ice
bell, jars,
small tool
stores and I
new electri
; 10'x11' rin
nies, 2 cc
silver doll
long, glas:
some mod
For infor
Douglas Si
sale.

AUCTION
House Haze
12,7:00 p.m
record play
maple half
mattress d
tables, buff
table and c
rockers,
roll-away IN
pieces, larg
numerous
mentioned.
Auction Se
arid Charle
and bonded

Pro
WELL,('LL HAVE 400 K1(Xi) THAT
I SPEND A LOT OF TIME our
HERE IN CEFITER FIELD, AND
MOST OF IT 15 SPENT CRYING...

enjoy

$567

•I

Reg. '12.99

METAL
SHELVING
UNIT

Garcia Ambassadeur
5000

REEL
Worlds finest casting reel.

5EE? THE GRASS 15 EXTRA
GREEN ALL AROUND TH15 5POT
WHERE I STAND AND WATER
IT WITH MY TEAR5...

11-IA1'5 VER,1 TOUCAN!)

209

Y

v Safety Curled Edges

Reg. '34.97 $31 97
ARTHUR FULMER AUTO 8-TRACK

v Baked Enamel Finish

SLEEPING BAGS

v Ribbed Posts

AN%

v All Steel Construction

Completely Washable and Wearproof
$947 (9)

SIMONIZE AUTO

Cleaner/Wax Pre-Softener
v Easy to use Reg. '1.37
Gives high gloss shine
Protectant against detergent
and weather

COMPLETE
TV ANTENNA. KIT

Includes_guide wire,

lead-in wire

and 6 ft mast
- Reg.

•

BLONDIE

"
2
/
v Adjusts Every 11
3-TIER -

Reg. '9.29

$729

4-TIER -

Reg. $10.99

5899

5-TIER

Reg. '12.99

-

1 099

LAWN
CHAIRS
v Strong
v Aluminum
v Rust Proof

ASPHALT
parking Is
free esiin
Con stru
Mayfield,

WILL MC
Have goc
8861 after

WILL TY
hauling. F
753-6130.

PAINTIls
terlor.
UAL All le
Por free
mie
Al
Decoratin
4534

•
•••
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AUCTION SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOUR PEEK-A-Poo puppies, 6 TIA'O COMPLETE sets of maple
The Catfish We Serve Today
AUCTION SALE, Friday night,
Slept Last Night in a Ky. Lake
weeks old. One white toy poodle, twin beds, two sets bedspreads,
....
FOR
SEE US
Bay!
Highway 641, Paris, Tennessee,
four months old. Phone 753some bed clothes. Also will sell ,__Exesh Catfish Dinners Qaity_
have
we
week
This
p.m.
at 7:00
- MIOC matching chest of drawers.-Reid
5649.
52.00 & 52.25. Special Thurs.
glass,furniture, lamps, iron, nice
& Fri. 51.50 & S1.75
MIONC
ni('e.
753-1407.
Phone
Ups
TuneTRIANGLE INN
three piece bedroom suite, nice
HONDA 1970 SL100, good con753-1953
hutch, old radio and T.V., air
Automatic Transmission Work
dition. For further information
conditioner, banquet lamp,
phone 753-3557 after 6:00 p.m.
Mart IV Auto Air Conditioning
depression glass, cut glass,
ld14C
dough tray, butter 1. old,
chocolate set-Germany, drop leaf
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A.
table and four chairs to match,
10,000
Ph. 753-1751 Edison air conditioners.
209 So. 7th St
trunks, wash kettle, cast won
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
CUSTOM DELUXE
no
stove,electric range, tools and
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
telling what else. Shorty Mc$285.00. 26,000 BTU,$318.40. Roby
With Purchase
Bride-247 and James E. Travis- R & R ASPHALT Paving. Qualit
S299 only $
Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
ITC work guaranteed. Business and
278.
of 2 or 3 Tapes
11C
June
Kentucky.
With Highlander Plaid
BOAT REPAIR
residential. Free estimates.
Only
Sat
May
Fri.,
Thurs.,
Saturday,
SALE,
AUCTION
Let us repair your
Phone day or night Mayfield 247-1
White wall tires, wheelcovers, tinted glass, power
CLEAN expensive carpets with
12, 10:00 a.m., rain or shine, 306 7201.
TFC
damaged boat, wood, glass
is
the best. Blue Lustre
steering, power brakes, clock, air, hydramatic
South 4th Street, Murray. Ky., at
or metal, small or large
Rent
favorite.
America's
home.
McCuiston
Trellis
boats.
PAINTING: Willie's Interior &
shampooer $1 Kwik-Pik Market,
transmission, tilt steering wheel, all the chrome,
Will offer beautiful oak table, Exterior
Free
Painting.
M I2C
Five
Points.
Of
753-5865
Phone
Call 436-2211
Central Shopping Center
54", refinished. Queen Anne and estimates. Phone 753-4832, 8:00
front bumper, 350, 4 barrel! carburetor, V-8,
new
with
chairs,
other
753-0224
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. or 753-7484, after
USED TRAILER, 10'150', two
guages, chrome grill
upholstery, 3 clawfoot dining'4:00p.m. •
June 5C
bedrooms, 9itty- conditioned,
Fleming-Go Marina electric heat, washer. $1800.00. SIAMESE KITTENS. Phone 753- ANTIQUES: OLD Edison record
chairs, large picture frames,
water mill picture-29"x50", PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
MlOC player, plays the early 1,4" and 78
M14C 9475.
List Price with Rear Bumper
Phone 4364412.
records, 50 records included
needlepoint picture, beautiful carpets, furniture, floors and
(Jimmy Rodgers, Ernest Tubbs
small trunk, cake stand with walls. Service Master, all you. PAINTING-HOMES, churches, 21" BRIGGS St Stratton engine
(Solid
7O
gapes on it, hull pottery duck, need to know about cleaning. commercial. Reasonable prices mower, $49.88. 5 H.P.
18' BOAT, 1972 inboard-outboard, and earlier recording stars).
'4
Color)
mineral
glass pitcher, oil and
Phone Mayfield collect 247-7333. and guaranteed quality. For free Briggs & Stratton engine with 165 H.P. Mercury outdrive, full Walnut cabinet, perfect $85. PreJune 5C detailed written estimate call power reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. top, walk through windshield, Civil War oak Plantation Desk.
lamps, guitar, penny beam and
Clayton & Jarvis at 437-4712 riding mower, Briggs & Stratton heavy duty trailer, also 1968 Needs refinishing $85. 753- •
(Special 2-Tone Colors Extra)
brass front scales, 12 gauge
I Wadesboro).
Ml2P
Savage automatic shotgun, over
engine, $258.95. 7 H.P. riding Chevrolet pickup truck. Phone 7683.
my
in
night
at
BABY-SIT
WILL
June 5P mower,Briggs & Stratton engine, 753-4487.
M1OC
100 clay pigeons, bayonet, Coca
home. Ages from 3 up. Phone 753LOVE SEAT, like new. Antique
Cola thermometer, electricelectric
mower,
H.P.
7
$323.95.
MI1C FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
3939.
Singer harness and upholstery
CANDIDATES: swivel chair, paper back books,
& Stratton engine, ATTENTION
Briggs
start,
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
M12C
table and
Phone 753-0831.
system.
machine with
11M 681. one used mobile P.A.
WILL DO baby-sitting in my
1399:95: Roby Sales,14
gas
butane
material,
Sales &
TN.
upholstery
Tucker
Contact
11C
June
Ky.
Benton,
one child.
FOR SALE
Royal home. Prefer only
-AND'chair, green and
burner,
M1OC
camping
Service, 753-2900.
MlIC
Phone 753-4759.
Solid oak half bed
gold
brocade.
typewriter, Check writer, electric
MOBILE HOME 1972-60'x12',
adding machine, old toys, 29
CUTLER 71, york and dare seed central gas heat and electric air. BEDROOM SUITE, three pieces with mattre-; and springs.
enand Excellent condition. Phone 753Americana
volume
WANTED YARDS to mow. soybeans. Broadbent Seed Underpenned and carpeted with bookcase headboard
M12C
cyclopedias, organ stool, pocket Prefer north side of the city. Company, Cadiz, Ky., Phone 235- throughout. Phone 753-1952 for mattress and springs. Phone 753- 1903.
Phone 753-2617
Hazel Hwy.
M 10C
M15C appointment to see
watch, ice cream freezer, brass Phone Tim Shelton 753-7935. M12C 5182.
M14P 6078.
AKC REGISTERED beagle
bell, jars, skillets, level, and
SET OF Wilson staff irons, two puppies, wonderful pets or exsmall tools. Nice pieces from
Salesmen: Charlie Jenkins,
stores and business places. Dozen
through wedge. Remington Field cellent hunting stock. $35.03 each.
Service.
JOHN'S REPAIR
M12C
rifle. Phone 753-9773.
new electric lamps, also two nice
Danny Dick, Hugh Wright, J. H. Nix
.Master 22 pump action
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
MlOC
753-7410.
Phone
10111' rugs, Indian Head pen.
or w
days
753-5897
Phone
carpentry.
ELECTRIC GUITAR and amnies, 2 cent, half dollars and
TFC * - BULLS or HEIFERS
753-7625 nights.
plifier, $40.00 for both. Phone 753silver dollar, folding table, 8'
*
M12C
7435.
long, glass jugs, jars and junk,
*
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
From 1 Week to Weaning Age *
_
some modern furniture.
*
and
dirt
fill
bank gravel,
VA LOANS:no down payment for
For information phone 753-3375. aLso
*
* Good, Used 19" Portable
Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
qualified veteran. 12 years to
T.V.
Douglas Shoemaker in charge of topsoil.
.
Information
Further
For
*
TFC
*
MlIC or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m.
sale.
: Ideal for cottages, offices, .pay. Drive on out almost to
parks River.,Bridge on Beltline.
it bedrooms, etc.
p.m.
5:00
After
1
489-216
It Phone
Bank financing on spot.
From 925 to $60 each
AUCTION SALE, Hazel Auction SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
200 E. Main-Murray
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
****It
House Hazel, Ky., Saturday, May Electric. Repairs made on all jet *
••••**
mg••••••••••••••••
Center
24
Ky.,
Service
pumps.
Paducah,
well
Highway,
Beltline
and
submersable
organ,
12, 7:00 p.m. Electric cord
We Buy Good Used Furniture
M12C *
service.
emergency
443-6150
Central Shopping Center
cFOOD
First
ANTENNA.
record player, boy's bicycle, nice hour
Tv Towers
753-5865
reasonable offer takes it. Phone,
maple half bed with springs and Authorized Myers dealer. Phone
or
& Antennas
May 31C
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
7534500 after 5:00 p.m.
M12C
mattress desk and chair, end 753-5543.
Ever
Lowest Prices
Kentucky on the
tables, buffets, drop leaf maple YOUNG WOMAN experienced in
METAL DESK, formica top, six Mayfield,
TV Service Center
Travel trailers,
Highway.
Benton
table and chars, oak wardrobe,
top
condition,
CHEROKEE BOAT, 15' length, drawers, excellent
clericaL. work ancLas waitress
Central Shopping Center
pickup camper, toppers. We also
rockers, old cash' regisfer, desires summer job. Phone 436machine,
Business
60":30."
H.P.,
$850.00
75
motor,
Evinrude
STARCRAYT CAMPERS.Shasta
Phone 753-5865
by the week or
roll-away bed, odd tables, carpet,
1TC Victor, adds, subtracts and rent campers
Phone 753-8420.
MlIP
5411
and Golden Falcon, travel
489or
FOR SALE
pieces, large assortment of glass,
multiplies. Excellent condition. weekend. Call 247-8187
Sears. Sears
BY
GUITERING
trailers. Phone 753-6650. May 31C
=3.
numerous other items not
seamless gutters, installed per GARAGE SALE, Friday and Phone 753-4888 between 1:00 p.m.
NICE USED two bedroom
M12C
Thompson
le
mentioned. Wilson
MI1P
BEAUTIFUL AKC registered toy
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest your specifications. Call Larry Saturday, May 11 and 12, corner and 6:00 p.m.
12'x6e' mobile home.
Auction Service, Wayne Wilson Control, phone 753-3914 100 South Lyles
poodle puppies, white, black or
at 753-2310 for free Dudley Drive and Sunny Lane.
Total
condition.
Excellent
doubleand Charles Thompson licensed 13th Street, "Every day you estimate.
May 12C Braided rugs, lamps, pictures. BEAUTIFUL AKC registered toy THREE BEDROOM
silver. Male or female. 6 weeks
new
almost
gas
with
M12C
wide, only $6595.00. Bill's Mobile
and bonded auctioneers.
old. Price $50.00 to $55.00. Phone
delay lets bugs have their way."
furnace. Large living
glassware, many nice baby poodle puppies, 8 weeks old,
MI1C
TFC COMPARE, SAVE Seamless items. Adding machine, electric black, silver and white. All male. Homes, South Benne Highway,
753-4469.
new
and
couch
with
room,
Paducah, Ky. Phone 443aluminum gutters. Atkins Gutter window fan, sewing machine,:Take your pick for $50.00. Also
chair.
Carpeted
throughout
M12C
SKI BOAT-1968 and runabout
Installation. "Financing quilting frames on stand, toys, black toy poodle 1142 year old 6150.
except kitchen. Large front
753or
toy
with 60 H.P. Johnson motor and
753-8407
female
Phone
beautiful
a
and
available".
kitchen with coppertone
adult and children's clothing, male,
Proper Car Maintenance now, can help you
trailer. Has sun roof and ski
May 23NC many other nice items. Come Pekingese breeder. Will take
8992.
Storm
windows
appliances.
CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25',
equipment. All in excellent
enjoy safe, trouble-free driving on your vacation.
M121' 840.00 for either one of these. and treated fence posts. Murray
throughout. Also included
see.
condition. If interested call 753M15C
753-4469.
Phone
$200.00 on new Wurlitzer
in
and
mini
dryer
washer
SAVE
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
(Helps You Save Money, Too!)
3376.
MIINC
be
seen
organ Store demo. J & B Music, 15' ALUMINUM boat with trailer
anytime
bath.
Can
M12C
Street.
M12C
Good
day or night. I am not a
753-7575.
and 18 H.P. Johnson motor.
and
FRYERS
RABBITS:
•Front End Alignment
EXTRA NICE 300 watt bass
•
dealer, so there will be as
condition, 8425.00. Phone 753CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
breeding stock. Reagan's Rabwith
amplifier. Also large column
pressure 5841.
Ml2P
BLOOD
753Phone
to
COMPLETE
sales
pay.
tax
couldn't
full of them at prices you
MI1C
•Wheel Balancing •Shocks
bitry. Phone 753-4011.
2 heavy duty 15" bass speakers.
M12C
4489.
kit. Phone 753-9629.
believe, starting at $450.00. Full
Cost
over
will
$400.00.
sacrifice
325 POUND listed brood sow
type,fold down and motor homes
•Brake Work •Exhaust Systoms
GOLF CLUBS, men's and
for $150.00 for complete set. Can
SAILBOAT, 16' Larson Regetta, Phone 753-4016 after 5:00p.m.
New and used. At Bill's Camper
women's. Also antique iron bed
Bring
anytime.
out
it
try
and
See
niast,
PE
TESTED,
aluminum
ANCE
25'
RItelitit
rigged,
slow
M12C
Corner, located at Bill's Mobile
chest of drawers. Phone 753and
nice
a
have
I
or
guitar
own
your
150 sq. ft. of dacron racing sails,
Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road, Simmental, Maine-Anjou, 7292.
MlIC
Brown Swiss
twin keels and rudders. Phone TWENTY VOLUME set ,f Fender bass guitar you can use. Paducah, ky. Phone collect for Limousin and
15C
M
Phone
753-4469.
for
sale.
age
bulls
M12C
breeding
753-3619.
or
en753-7400
MI2C
AC FOUR row corn planter. Good
Peoples
American
information 443-6150.
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, Ky., condition. Phone 753-4731, or can
cyclopedias, including up to date
KENTUCKY'S LARGEST phone days 235-5182 or nights, 235- be seen at 305 North 12th
Ph. 753-1751 KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag year books. Excellent condition
209 So. 7th
STRAWBERRIES; will be ready variety of pistols. Buy now while 5170.
M15C Street.
M12C
rug specialist that adjusts to any Phone Benton 527-8283 after 6:00
Ml2NC in about a week or ten days. you can still get them at
arpet. New and used vacuums p.m.
753Phone Stuart Huckady,
reasonable prices. Country Boy
for sale. For demonstration
MI1C
1455.
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
local
your
hone
Mike
Hutchens,
FOR ALL your additions•Papering
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
rby distributor. 753-0752 or 753- 35 H.P. EVINRUDE motor with
Comet riding and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
remodeling, residential Or
gas tab and control. Murray, 7 H.P. SNAPPER
Mayl9C
•Painting
0359:
Free
old.
condition cm.
commercial. New or
M12C
Ky., Blood River boat dock, lawn mower. Excellent
TFC
boat motor
estimates. Call 753-6123.
•Panelling
DECORATE YOUR home, Route 5, Lonnie Kerney. M12P Also 25 H.P. Johnson
like new. Phone 753-4823 after TWENTY NICE pigs for sale.
cottage, or commercial building
•Ceiling Tile
M12C
MI1P Phone 753-5048.
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. with Coronado Stone. For
4:00 p.m.
in
SPINET PIANO; may be seen
TFC
Phone Paris,642-6551.
Complete Rome
fireplaces, exterior or interior your area. Reliable persons insale. One 9.8 H.P. MERCURY outboard
Remodelng
walls. Contact Coronado Stone of terested in small balance and-Tow-LAWN MOWERS for
M12C
&
NG
duty motor. Phone 753-9347.
heavy
JERRRY'S REFINISHI
steel
with
Homeco
to
Route
Tenn.,
write
Paris,
payments may
FREE_ISTIMATE
self
Homeco
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
22"
One
frame.
1, Springville, Tenn. Phone 593- Richardson Music Company.
APPLY AND
RANGE,
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Houghton
1TP Propelled. Good condition. Phone ELECTRIC
May 17C Poplar Bluff, Mo.
3005 or 593-3534.
EASILY
CLEAN-UP
mower,
492502)
1
MI1P refrigerator, lawn
Jerry McCoy, owner.
753-7863.
753-0961
TFC
8837
folding bed.,Rhone 753-8089. M12'
Good quality, durable wall
IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
ASPHALT PAVING-driveways,
beautiful
boat,
MODEL
LATE
remove spots as they appear with
parking lots, seal coating. For DEPENDABLE-EXPERT lawn
finish economically priced
$1850.00.
Blue Lustre. Rent electric condition. Complete for
free estimate phone Joe Ford care. Phone 753-5288. Price set
see.
You
must
M14P
shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire Phone 753-6262.
Company, accordingly.
Construction
May 21C
- Seven Colors Shopping Center.
(Now rhore than css)c)
May 30C
Mayfield, 247-6937.
carpenter
of
type
any
WILL DO
,
•••••-`411
WILL MOW yards or cemetery. work. Large or small jobs. New
..
,
NO
..
Have good mower Phone 753- or remodeling Phone 753Red so)99
M12C
8861 after 5:00p.m
May 301
7955.
gallon
4 gallon

This Is A

Complete Auto Service

$225" SAVINGS

8-TRACK

Sholar's Auto Repair ,

from Chevrolet Motor Division
to us and we're passing it on
to you, our customers!!

'-

TAPES

Reg.

99

PICKUP

TV Service Center

152

This Is A '225" Discount!

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

HOLSTEIN CALVES 1r

ft"`"t1CiVritte4"-4i

For Sale!

HANK & JODIES
;
* USED FURNITURE STORE

TV

Complete House Full ir
879-ic-***4---;
*
-e iaVri4e1
-1 loil-

• One Piece

Sholar's AUfeiRepair

5 Day Sale

Bill

LATEX
WALL FINISH

brush
WILL DO trksh ..and
NALLY
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone CARPETS PROFESSIO
- TFC steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
753-6130.
TFC
Master 489-2504.
PAINTING. EXTERIOR. infolk
terior. Commercial or residen- PRIVATE BANJO lesson,
Apmusic.
grams
blue
„arid
guaranteed.
quality
tial. Ali wok
For free estimates phone Sam- pointment available, Monday
& through Saturday, beginning 4:15
Painting
mie
Atkins
p.m. Call Chuck's Music Center
437Ky.,
Hardin,
Decorating,
M12C
June 7C 753-3682.
4534

$269

Mother's Day Specials

Few things
in kin work as well as
a Vokswagen.

Sales Open Evenings Until 8:00

Ccyroll Volkswagen, Inc._
- Weekdays to 5
800 Chestnut

at 7:30-1:00 753-8850

on Hydranglas & Combination Pots
'Also Have Budding Plants, Tomatoes & Peppers

_Shirley -Garda -Center
/538944

• Phone
50-0 N. 4th-Till Dark
-Evenings
- OpetSundays 12:00-6:00

I
4

Murray Home
& Auto Store
Chestnut Street

753-2571

'
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Call
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With A Classified Ad

Call
753-1916

To P
Ledge

•
•
•
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AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE
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FOR RENT

LOST & FOUND

FOR RENT

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR RENT

apartment, LARGE THREE room apart- UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom TWO LARGE water front lots in
BUICK 1970 GS, automatic FORD LTD-1965, four door LOST FEMALE beagle, mother TWO BEDROOM
one year. ment, furnished. No pets. $80.00 house, 1 block from campus. Blood River Subdivision. $4500.00
than
less
transmission, factory wheels, hardtop. Can be seen at 206 South of puppies. Phone 753-9773. M12C occupied
dish- per month.Phone-753-1203. M1OC Stove and refrigerator furnished. for both. Phone 436-2427 or after
disposal,
range,
M12P
Carpet,9th
Street.
steering.
power brakes and
$110.00 per month. Available May .6:00 p.m. 753-8997.
hook
dryer
MayllP
and
washer
washer,
MI1P
Phone 753-3473.
753Phone
$125.00.
patio.
up,
UNFURNISHED HOUSE for 11. Phone 753-7802, if no answer,
DODGE 1964-4,10, very nice
M11C
M15C rent or lease. Two bedrooms, 753-4099
7550.
out. V8 power mad air.
FOR RENT
FORD LTD 1966, hardtop, inside and
study,
5.00,
living
room,
after
753-5208
dining
room,
Phone
rust.
No
TWO BEDROOM frame house
PIANO TUNING and Repair. factory air, vinyl top, power p.m.
Ml2P SLEEPING ROOMS for men, NEW TWO bedroom apartments, kitchen, utility room and bath. TRAILERS, 10' and 12' wide. and furnishings for immediate
low
steering,
and
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered brakes
furnished, private entrance, air carpet, refrigerator, range, Carpets, storage building, large Real nice. See Mrs. B.B. Dill at sale. Located near court house,
craftsman Piano Technician mileage. One owner. Real clean.
refrigerator. disposal, dishwasher, washer- yard with fence and swing set. 314 Sycamore Street or phone 753- 319 North 5th. Phone 753conditioned,
exX-L,
Galaxie
TFC 20" Yazoo self-propelled lawn 1986 FORD
Guild.
Zimmerman Apartments, South dryer hook up, carport, patio, One block from university. 1551.
MlOC 6669.
tires,
good
condition,
cellent
M1OC
new.
practically
motor
mower,
M12NC large yard. $140.00. Phone 753- Available June 1. 1135.00 per
16th. Phone 753-6609.
air.
factory
and
steering
power
PIANO TUNING-Repair - Phone 753-1603 after 500 p.m.
M15C month. Phone 753-8807 for ap- ONE BEDROOM small trailer,
7550.
Can be seen at 314 South 13th
Prompt expert M12NC
rebuilding.
pointment. 1606 Ryan.
air conditioned. Fine for one
M12P THREE BEDROOM house, near
after
Street
p.m.
6:00
service. 15 years experience.
person. $40.00 per month. Phone 1900 FEET FRONTAGE on two
university. Family or married MOBILE HOME,two bedrooms.
M14C
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W. CAMARO-1967-250, power
M1OC paved roads with building sites
489-2595
two door couple only. Also old recliner Private location. Air conditioned,
CHEVELLE-1969,
Dyer, Murray,Kentucky, . Phone steering and brakes,Sears radial
for only $8000. John Randolph
south
miles
Two
furnished.
water
automatic chair for sale. Phone 437TWO FURNISHED apartments,
TFC tires. Excellent condition, hardtop, bucket seats,
753-8911.
M12C of Murray. Phone 753-4645 after located at 308k1 South 15th Street. NICE TWO bedroom trailer for Realty & Auction Co. 753-8382,
air conditioned, mag 4719.
floor,
in
Ml4P
Phone 753-5509.
M12C
Keith Hays,489-2488.
4:00 p.m. or anytime Saturwheels, blue. Phone 753-8420,
For information phone 435men. Water, trash pick up and
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
MlIC
day.
M12P ONE BEDROOM furnished
after 4:00 p.m
4465.
M1OC yard mowing furnished. $75.00
Rent to purchase plan. L011/11110
PICKUP 1969, 6 cylinder
apartment, near College. Phone
per month. Phone 753-9773. M1OC
Piano Company, across from FORD
APPROXIMATELY 50 acres
straight shift. Phone 753-7404 or
M16C
CLEAN-AIR conditioned three
THUNDERBIRD-1965, power 753-5079.
Post Office, Paris,Tenn. MlIC
M12C
MOBILE HOME, 60'x12'. Water bedroom trailer on private lot,
with two bedroom house, six
753-2486.
FURNISHED
and air, white with red interior.
EFFICIENCY
furnished. Phone 753-0957 after near campus. Phone 753-1817
from Murray, two miles
apartment near university, $75.00 miles
Mechanically sound. Needs FURNISHED ROOM for rent.
M11C after 5:00p.m.
5:00p.m.
Lake. Phone 436Kentucky
from
MUSTANG 1965, three speed. minor repair. Only $575.00. Phone
WANT TO BUY
M1OC
per month. All utilities furnished.
Phone 753-7575 or 753-0669. M12C
M1OC
5523 after 6:00p.m.
Excellent mechanical condition. 753-7704.
M14C
Phone 75344.52 after 5:00p.m.
BUYER OF Standing timber, ,lood body, good tires. Trailer
M1OC
HOME, two bedrooms TWO BEDROOM unfurnished NICE SMALL apartment, 300
also logs, pulp wood. Phone 753- hitch on car. Also two good HEY VACATIONEERS!!!1968 MOBILE
duplex apartment, central heat Woodlavrn. Phone 753-6044. M1OC
MOTHER'S DAY Special-Make
June 4C studded tires and luggage rack. Dodge truck and camper, fully carpeted throughout. On private
4147.
lot in Hazel. Phone 492-9785. M12C and air, ceramic tile bath with
FURNISHED OR unfurnished life easy for mother in this
1500.00 for all Phone 753-0771.
self
equipped
completely
and
shower. Carpet throughout, builtWANTED ANTIQUES and
M12C
apartment, two bedrooms, fully elegant 3 Bedroom home with all
contained. Low miles. Phone 753in cven. $125.00 per month. Phone FURNISHED OR unfurnished
treasurers in excellent condition.
carpeted. Available now. Phone ) of today's modern conveniences.
6840after 5:00p.m.
M14C NEATLY FURNISHED one or 753-7850
M16C apartment, air conditioned. 751-4331.
Write giving details to Box 637,
t oit LEASE
June I2C John Randolph Realty & Auction
Phone 753-6045
M1OC
two bedroom apartment, carJune 7C
Cadiz, Ky. 42211.
Co. 753-8382 Keith Hays 4891971.
CARLO
753Phone
bedroom MONTE
TWO
LUXURY
peted and air conditioned. May
M12C
,2488.
REAL
ESTATE
REAL
SALE
FOR
ESTATE
FOR
SALE
SALE
M14C be seen at Kelly's Pest Control, REAL ESTATE FOR
WILL BUY or trade old guns, apartment. Now leasing for one 9997.
used guns, or rte.* guns. Will buy year. Central heat and air conlocated 100 South 13th Street.
laying hens. Phone 753-6940. May ditioning. Completely carpeted, DODGE VAN-1967, 1970 engine, M12C
70 ACRE FARM located on the Old Murray-Concord Road,
143 ACRES OF FARMLAND, LOCATED 3 miles Southwest
16C
kitchen appliances furnished. stereo, automatic transmission:
approximately 8 miles Southeast of Murray. Has 30 acres of
of Crossland, in northern Tennessee. Has 4-strand barbed
located near university. polished aluminum wheels. Good MOBILE HOME, 2,
Ideally
land, 20 acres of which is sowed down in permanent
,t
cleared
west
miles
fences,
new
wire
practically
tobacco
spring-fed
barn,
creek,
FOR SALE OR TRADE
Phone 753-4342 or after 5:00 p.m. condition. Phone 753-2997 or 489- in shade. Phone 753-1353 after
pasture. Several outbuildings, 165' well, stock pond, 2pond stocked with fish. Full price $22,500.
bedroom mobile home residence.
M12P
GRAND PRIX 1971. Phone 753- 753-8958.
MIIP 4:00p.m,
2611.
M12C
M14C
.806.
ALMOST COMPLETED 3-BEDROOM BRICK home on a
IARGE 3-BEDROOM OLDER FRAME HOME, in a good
beautifully wooded lot in Lynnwood Estates Subdivision, 2
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
state of repair, at 506 Pine Street. Has natural gas heat(floor
miles Southeast of Murray. Has central heat and air, wall to
1i...A.
furnace I. new carpeting, good garden space, convenient to
3:0:401C+33:#::0:03:03:0
A:CC*
.«..«.t3.:
:400.:#7.0
1
:41
.4.
)20:0:40:411
14
:Ktbaths,
carpeting,
wall
ceramic
room,
2
living
with
kitchen
10.
fiCr-r-C.
downtown.
t
....,
built-ins, family room, patio, enclosed garage.
INTERESTED IN REAL ESTATE' WHO ISN'T? Then
LI
check with the people at ROBERTS REALTY,. They have
ALMOST NEW 2-BEDROOM. frame home on a shaded 300'x
TWO YEAR OLD BRICK HOME near Henry-Calloway
Elk
the experience, The Know How and the Reputation, Just ask
300' tract that offers potential for development as residential
Recreation Club, just South of Puryear. Situated on a 100' x
Ea':
the people who have dealt with them over the past 19 years,
or mobile home sites. Has natural gas heat and electric air
with
kitchen
home
room,
this
lot,
living
a
has
shaded
260'
Illei
I central), on city water and sewerage. This custom designed
We welcome the Investigation.
built-ins, dining room, 3 bedrooms ( or bedrooms and a
utilities fully all of the floor space to provide additional
house
ki
good
carport,
well.
room,
den), large ceramic bath, utility
T,. Has three
ON
and drawer space. Comes complete with wall to wall
closet
NICE DU
THREE
WE HAVE ONE OF THE VERY NICEST
Two additional acres of land available at a modest price.
Of1 the other. rt
rooms
carpeting, 142 baths, garbage disposal, thermal windows,
k; BEDROOM bricks on extra large lot, 2 miles from Murray. It
on your inyou
large utitlity room with office space, double garge. Excellent
This ho
till. has an extra large den with fireplace, Large kitchen with lots
100' x 250' COMMERCIALLY ZONED LOT on South 4th
available if desired.
vestment at only $12,500
financing
F4 of cabinets, dishwasher, and range. One of the largest and
Street Extended. Presently occupied by a 30' x 60' clean-up
nicest ceramic tile baths you have seen plus a second bath
this
makes
street
this
on
traffic
density
high
the
but
shop
EXTRA NICE BRICK DUPLEX IN WEST WOOD subCLEAN-UP SHOP NEAR DOWNTOWN MURRAY with a
with shower Large living room with dining area, entrance
proprty suitable for a multitude of businesses. Full price
division, has central heat and air, carpet, dishwasher, range
rental-apartment upstairs. Has 2 bedrooms, Pi baths
hall, central heat and air You must see it to appreciate all
$17,000.
and refrigerator on each side is now renting for $315.00. per
IV the nice features.
month a good place to live or to rent.
90 ACRE FARM, located on Shoemaker Road, ap40 ACRES OF FARMLAND,located 6 miles West of Hazel, on
proximately 6 miles Southeast of Murray. Has 35 acres of
ON KEENLAND DRIVE WE HAVE A BEALFI1FUL 3
of
acres
20
barn,
tabacco
good
a
Has
Road.
State Line
land, 18 acres of which is bottomland. Small springcleared
HAZEL,
bedroom brick, with large family room, utility, garage,
IN
HOUSE
FRAME
LARGE
JUST LISTED THIS
cropland and 20 acres of woods. Bargain priced at7,500.
rims through the property. Priced at less than $200
creek
fed
central heat and air, wall to wall carpet, very nice patio,
one
than
less
is
shop
with clean up shop 28 by 40 feet. This
per acre.
possession with the deed.
year old. Has gas heat. The house has four rooms and bath on
on
LARGE WELL-BUILT OLDER FRAME HOME, located
first floor and three rooms on second floor. !f'youneed a shop .0t
Main Street, near dowtown Murray. It is in a very good state
RECENTLN REMODELED 2-BEDROOM FRAME house,
ON BELMONTE DRIVE WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST
;14,500.
at
one
this
at
look
and a good place to live take a
of repair and is presently being used as three apartments
located 5 miles South of Murray, on US-641. Has carpeting,
buys in a three bedroom brick. Located on large lot with play
to
see
Must
income.
rental
of
rate
that provide an excellent
electric heat, storm doors and windows, new roof, 96' x 284'
ground at back. It has den, large entrance hall, very nice
appreciate the fine quality of workmanship that is in this
JUST LIFTED IN PANORAMA SHORES SUBDIVISION. t.f
lot.
kitchen, utility, two baths, large patio, large carport with
place. Has a total of 15 rooms, including 7 bedrooms, 4
This large double wide mobile home with three bedrooms.
nice storage room, central air, carpet, and priced at $26,500.
fireplaces and 3 baths. In an area zoned for multi-family
baths, central heat and air, carpet. Set on a permanent
FIVE ACRE TRACT of land ideally suited for a small
residences.
foundation and on a corner lot. It has 1200 square feet of extra :711i
country estate. Has a good fence, stock pond, tobacco barn
ON SOUTH 13TH STREET WE HAVE EXTRA nice three
nice living space and priced at $15,000.
in
home
BRICK
7:11i
bedroom house on a 14 82 x 478 feet. If you want to garden or
-BEDROOM
with a lean-to shed attached. Located just outside the city
3
COMPLETED
NEARLY
truck farm this should be of interest to you. It has den, utility,
limits of Hazel but natural gas and city waterare available if
Puryear Heights Subdivision. Has central heat and air, wall
comroom
two baths, large garage, large enough for work shop plus
kitchen-family
desired.
room,
living
carpeting,
wall
to
ALSO IN PAN ARAMA SHORES SUBDIVISION WE HAVE A it
carport priced very reasonable.
ceramic baths, carport, patio, 100' x 212' lot.
bination,
three bedroom house with central heat and air on a large lot ::11i
FOUR BEDROOM FRAME home in Holiday Hills Subwith one of the best views of the lake you can find. It has a 4:
division, on Cypress Creek. Has oil heat, central water
brick
nice
real
a
have
we
ROAD,
FARM
ON THE COLLEGE
SEVERAL MOBILE HOME LOTS, located in various parts
large porch facing lake. Will sell with one or two lots.
newly repainted inside and out. Situated on a 200' x
supply,
house with 142 baths, carpet, range, dishwasher and large
of the county. Some have septic tanks and field lines already
wooded lot only a short distance from the lake.
200'
swimming pool. This house is air conditioned and priced at
installed. Priced from $795 to $3,495.
ON .1 2 ACRE LOT LOCATED NEAR MOUTH of Blood River 41.;..
only $25,000.
EIGHT ACRE TRACT of land between Puryear and Unwe have a two bedroom year around home with electric heat,
Crossing. Good building site on the road frontage,
derwood
of
North
just
home
BRICK
air
conditioned, fireplace, extra good view of lake priced 171
ARE YOUR TIRED OF BEING ALL CROWDED UP? Do
3-BEDROOM RANCH TYPE
all of the land is tendable.
furnished at $13,000.
Road. Has a living room with fireplace,
Beach
on
you want to get out and watch the birds and Squirrels play?
Kirksey,
ER'
.:
Then we have the very place for you. It is a 35 acre place with
kitchen with built-ins, dining room,family room, utility, 1-2.4
THREE ACRE TRACT OF COMMERCIAL PROPERTY on
bath in the beauty shop, double
ceramic baths plus a
a three bedroom house witth 2 baths, fireplace. Good barn,
Hwy. 121 By-Pass at the Northeast corner of 16th Street
TWO BEAUTIFUL LOTS ON 94 HIGHWAY east across from 41:
apartupstairs
well. Approximately seven acres good crop land the balance
carport, double garage with an unfinished
Elm Grove Church. They are nice and large and _priced at
Extended
in Tinther this place Is listed at $20,000
ment. Situated on a one acre tot, however, 2-1-. acres of ad12000 Eadh or Cloth for $3506:
road.
the
across
available
are
ditional land
!
11
:
2-BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE, recently remodeled. on USLOCATED ON OLIVE STREET WE HAVE this large Brick
641 approximately 6 miles North of Murray. Has a brand new
;11.t
home with three baths, central heat and air, carpet, kitchen
set of kitchen cabinets and sink.
WE HAVE OTHER BUILDING LOTS IN ALL the best Pt
SIX ACRE TRACT OF LAND with good commercial
with lots of cabinets, extra large carport with storage room.
locations in town priced from $1750, up
potential, located on US-641, approximately 5 miles South of
two fireplaces, only three blocks from University, three
EXCELLENT RATE OF RETURN on the investment can be
Murray at the intersection of Green Plains Road.
.10 blocks from Grade and Middle school, paved drive large lot.
had when you purchase the apartment complex on Hwy. 121
WE HAVE SOME OF THE BEST BUSINESS PROPERTY
large
well,
silo,
tiottomland,
Southeast.
Has four 3-room apartments furnished, three 2of
acres
40
with
FARM,
66 ACRE
LOCATED ON TWO ACRE LOT AT LYNN GROVE we have
in Murray Listed. Included is the property on the Court
bedroom mobile homes furnished, and a 6 room frame house
building. Adjoins TVA land that is available for lease
frame
a four bedroom brick with large den, PI baths, wall to wall - Square. Property at corner 16th and Main. All the unsold lots
with 2 baths. Present owner is no longer physically able to
as pastureland.
in The Roberts Business and industrial subdivision at 4th and
z carpet, two car garage, air conditioned, fireplace, barn. If
w:
t
take care of the property and will finance a large part of the
you need lots of room you should check this one.
Sycamore.
near downtown
purchase price at 6 percent interest.
4-BEDROOMS FRAME DUPLEX located
Has been recently remodeled throughout. Priced to .
Murray.
IF YOU HAVE PROPERTY TO SELL THEN list with
50' x 80' METAL BUILDING located on Sunbury Circle ) just
give the buyer a good rate of return in rental income.
off South 4th Street Extended). Has office space and
Roberts Realty. We need your listings. You will receive the
41i
same courtious and effecient service regardless of the value
,1„,restroom facilities as well as a large shop area and overhead
;!)
of your property. COME BY AND SEE US AT OUR NEW
I doors in boththe front and rear of the building. Lot size is 80'
ELEVEN ROOM BRICK HOME suitable for single family or
LOCATION WE HAVE PLENTY OF PARKING SPACE
x 169'.
living
in
arrangement
complete
a
Has
usage.
-family
multi
AND ALWAYS GLAD TO TALK REAL ESTATE WITH
room,
utility
a
has
that
200
and
fireplace
ACRES OF MOSTLY WOODED LAND, located on both
including
basement,
the
"'YOU.
sides of the Kentucky-Tennessee State Line.
entrance. Main floor and second story have 2
outside
private
ft
full baths, 4 bedrooms, living room with fireplace, kitchen
PARTIALLY COMPLETED 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME.
with all built-ins, family room, 2 car arage. Oversize lot
near Kentucky Lake. Take a look and make us a reasonable
could be used for the construction of additional residential .
.1te:
offer.
buildings.
t:

USED BALDWIN organ. Baldwin
grand pianos, console piano.
Lonardo Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris, TenMI1C
nessee.

COTTAGE - PANO
es. Central air an
bedroom, lake view,
Phone 436-2160 evenn

HOUSE AND lot in ,
753-5472.

COUNTRY LOTS fc
Sam Harris 753-801
realtor.

Ed
Pat M
CITY HOMES
FIVE STAR V
bedroom home
accessibility to
quality built hon
level design, 3
Separate family
carport. All for
formation.

ixi

El4

APRIL SMART,
be an April Snl
that doesn't con
Road and has a
has three bedror
deluxe kitchen.
$48,500.00.

is.:

,

f

!ig

r-

IL:

,00:

p..

* Member of Multiple Listing *
Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing

41!.
tre):,

WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE

.

SEE

ri
'
411,

at
12th and
Sycamore..';
'

ti-Office Phone: 753-1651
.;
Ray Roberts 753-5583
41.

Hoyt Roberts-751-3-924 ;
T. C. Collie 753-5122
I.
.74:**.;*.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
Fulton E Young, 753-4946;

Home Phones:

1

EXCELLENT
frame home on
baths. A little w

THE HOME V
Central heat
equipped, inch
and garage all
PERFECT FO
317 Irvan. Larg
bedrooms. Cal

LUXURY YOL
luxury home i
home with a go
to compliment
baths and a fa
teed to give yo
$37,500.00. Cal
showing

'CLEAN EN01
what you'll say
Catalina. You w
family room,
draped througt
bargain for $23

OLDER HOM
bedrooms, fire
transform this
can purchase

1635 CATALINi
and air, lots of
You can have i

IT'S A1.1, Ti
Iverything the
'room with fire{
tacular kitchen
2 full baths, 3
tached garage.

REAL NICE
everything you
bedrooms, 2 b
Central heat an

FOR THE NEI
North 16th off
pliance in kitct

'FRY 800 NOR'
BACK YARD I
family room. 1

WIDE SELECTION OF LOTS in many ares-throughout the
county and in almost all price ranges

4th 1 Maple Streets

$250.00 DOWN I(
outh 10th Strer
Total price is $

Phone 753-7333

Ish rueGStinsortr_• 753-3744-

- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -

NEED A BIG F
kitchen with r
Central heat ar
right.

SOUTH 13TH
55'x213'. Inves

Uttl.

-

-0.,
-0
KINGSW0
Kentucky Lake

3
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IT'S EASY
To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

WANT-ADS

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

753-1916

Another View

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

TWO STORY cottage on lake ONE ACRE on Blood River Bay, IN GATES130ROUGH by owner,
front lot in small private sub- off Kentucky Lake, across from brick home,carpeted,three large
division. Four bedrooms, 144 Lakewav Shores and Panorama bedrooms, living room den,
baths, electric forced air heat, Shores. Good private location. kitchen, with built-ins, utility,
central air, $42,500.00. Phone 436- Adjoining T.V.A._ boundary. two baths, double garage with
M12C $8,000.00. Phone 436-2427 or 753- storage room, patio, central heat
HOUSE AND lot in Almo. Phone 5574.
June 5P and air, nice lot. Shown by ap8997.
753-5472.
M15C
pointment only. Phone 753-8742
MlOC
5:00 p.m.
after
in the RETIREMENT HOME in one of
EXTRA LARGE
Country, nkwlyVtnodeled, Lake Barkley's finest sub- BY OWNER: three bedroom
2 baths, family room, TRI-LEVEL four bedroom, extra
/
, loier 4 bedrooms. divisions. 3 Bedrooms, basement, brick, 11
fr
er. John Randolph and fireplace. Everything to fully carpeted, all electric. Five large rooms, central heat and air
1TC make life easy. Must sell, only miles west of Murray in Lynn- (gas), good well, 9 miles from
753-8382.
Heights. Immediate Murray, 5 minutes from lake.
$19,500. John Randolph Realty di wood
COUNTRY LOTS for sale. CZ Auction Co. 753-8382, Dan possession. Phone 753-5609 or 753- Phone 436-2205 after 5:30 p.m.
June 4C
Sam Harris 753-8061 or your
M15C
M12C 5489 after 5:00 p.m.
Thomas 522-8108.
realtor.
May 24C
COTTAGE - PANORAMA Shores. Central air and heat, one
bedroom,lake view, all carpeted.
Phone 436-2160 evenings. MlIC

FREE BOOT give away, every
Friday ( women's, men's or
girl's), at Vernon's Boot-Shoe &
'Western Store and Shoe Repair.
Corner of Sycamore & 4th. TFC

Youth Shop

NOTICE

504 Main
Behind Peoples Bank

Something New is at 107
North 3-rd St.

1/3 off

The

DRESSES

MARCIA-ANOTHER year has
passed. We can thank the Red
Geranium at Lake Barkley for
another year of wedded
MlOC
bliss!

Many Items
On Sale!

LOOKING AHEAD!!
NOTICE

Nobody Knows Murray and Calloway County Like
e• R
S
,tad
C19,3 et, '

TUCKER REALTORS

,slanou
Oa,

CORVETTE LANES

"CHAR6e f"

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

Will Close

NOTICE

NOTICE

Phone 753-4342

Edna Knight.
Pat Mobley,

Sales Consultants-Home Phone
Ron Talent
753.4q10
753-895R
C. Bailey Hendricks
LAKE

FIVE STAR VALUE-- A BEAUTIFUL MODERN five
bedroom home in one of the best sections of Murray. Easy
accessibility to town, all schools and shopping centers. A
quality built home with pride of ownership featuring: Split
level design, 3 full baths, fireplace, formal dining area.
Separate family room, large patio with gas grill and 3 car
carport. All for only $45,000.00. Call now for more information.

PANORAMA SHORES: ATTRACTIVE A-FRAME with a
great view, wooded lot, large patio, two bedrooms and
reasonably priced.

$250.00 DOWN WILL BUY THIS three bedroom home at 313
South 10th Street. House needs some fixing up and painting.
Total price is $10,500.00.
EXCELLENT RENTAL PROPERTY FOR $17,500.00. This
frame home on North 17th Streeet has five bedrooms and 2
baths. A little work and paint will give you a nice income.
THE HOME WITH EVERYTHING in Sherwood Forrest.
Central heat and air completely carpeted, kitchen fully
equipped, including compactor, three spacious bedrooms,
and garage all located on 190':165' lot.
PERFECT FOR TWO TO LIVE comfortably but modestly at
317 Irvan. Large den, kitchen and living room with 2 spacious
bedrooms. Call for an appointment today.
LUXURY YOU CAN AFFORD-Finally someone has built a
luxury home with a reasonable price tag. A custom built
home with a gorgeous interior that is beautifully coordinated
to compliment 3 large bedrooms, living room family room, 2
baths and a fantastic kitchen. This dream house is guaranteed to give you many years of satisfaction! Priced at only
$37,500.00. Call us for more information and exclusive
showing.

PANORAMA SHORES LAKE FRONT HOME!! Ideal for a
summer retreat Large sun porch and has boat dock. Relax,
swim, fish, sunbathe, go boating. Enjoy it all. Only $24,500.
EIGHT LOTS IN KENTUCKY LAKE Development Corp
All for only $1800. Must see to appreciate.

FOR THE NEWELY married or retired on limited income.
North 16th off 121, small house with large 99'x429' lot. Appliance in kitchen, stay for the reasonable price of $11,750.00.
'TRY 800 NORTH 18TH STREET IF YOU NEED A BIG
BACK YARD for the kids. Two bedroom home with large
family room. This could be just for you.
NEED A BIG FAMILY ROOM? 810 Guthrie has it Also large
kitchen with range and oven, dishwasher, and disposal.
Central heat and air, 3 bedrooms, 11,2 baths. Can be bought
right.
SOUTH 12TH STREET, duplex excellent location on lot
55'x2I3'. Invest in the business future of Murray..

• Wit
klTiGSWOOD., -gelifwataic --Yrratif.
Kentucky Lake
)4111011404

Oakdale, Farmer,
Development Corporation. North 17th Street

SUMMER LEAGUES
will begin the week of June 4.
All bowlers will be notified by. phone.

Of

:
•

Phone 753-7114

JANICE BARRETT

Located on the Dr. Rob Mason Road
near Stella
Call 753-4352 or 753-5197
Wed. thru Sat for Appointment

HELP WANTED

WANTED CARETAKER for:
New Concord Cemetery. For.
WAITRESS, DAY shift, top pay information call Bruce Ferguson
plus excellent tips. Kentucky 436-2217 or C.I. McCuiston 753.:
M15k
Lake Lodge Restaurant on High- 3175.
way 68, Aurora , Ky. Phone 474MIOC NEED TO work full time or part
2259.
time? If you are a housewife,:
student, man, or retired personi
WANTED
see Mr. Settle-II the Holiday Inn,
Service Station Attendant
Murray, Ky., between 6:30 p.m
Excellent
paid
salary,
vacation, paid holidays
and 8:30 p.m. on Thursday, May

• Earn S307 20 per month plus

• free meals, lodging, clothing,
•
chemical operator. Applicant
Z medical care and other
in • oenefits while you train for •
should have experience
chemical plant operations or • this highly specialized field . •
• Opportunity to move ahead
equivalent experience. Send • following
training and gain •
resume or apply at Vanderbilt •
II further benefits including
increases. Get •
•
salary
regular
Chemical Corporation, Route, 2, •
into a meaningful iob a
ITC • Contact the Army Man Call •
Box 54, Murray.
•

CERAMIC ARTS
ESTES
Applications Now Being Accepted for
SUMMER CERAMICS CLASSES
FOR CHILDREN
For Information Call

ESTES CERAMIC ARTS
753-0373
Phone
• %%%%%%

.,--:---_----___------..--) 40
Vi0
i c\
\ oyc
0
ASVAli\

Will be given in we Central
Shopping Center Parking Lot
Saturday, May 12, 1973 from
9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Bring Your Boat and Have A
Free Check-Up.

M10Q
10.
•
r••••••%%%%%%%%%
4.:OPENINGS IN
WANTED WAITRESS at the
•
Hazel Cafe Apply in person or • ELECTRONICS
•
9.112C •
phone 492-9785.
•
•
•
•
NO EXPERIENCE
•
•
CHEMICAL OPERATOR.:NECESSARY
•
•
•
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation •
•
•
will accept applications for

-Lottie's (Futrell) KeepYou-Neat Beauty Salon

I.

Fresh Catfish
dinners
daily, $2.00 & $2.25, Special
Thurs. 87 Fri. $1.50 & $1.75.

Apply in person, no phone
calls
Barrett's Service Center
401 5 4th Street

Invites Her Friends TO:

103 North 13th

U.S. Coast
Guard Auxiliary
Courtesy
Motor Boat Exam

HELP Vi ANTED

Murray Datsun, Inc.
So 12th St

All Ky. Lake Catfish
Dream of Being a Winner
& The Highest Dream of All
Is To Be A Triangle Dinner!!

TRIANGLE INN
753-4963

One May Be Just Right for You!

30 ACRES OF WOODED LAND in Little Oaks area. Priced at
$10,500.00 Land is going fast. Buy now

equipped. Large clean up or auto

Member of ceg
1668 Ryan Ave. - 753-3880

CARS & TRUCKS

SOUTH OF TRI-CITY, 3 acres that are professional* landscaped. Blacktop highway frontage. $3,900.00.
•

NEWLY DECORATED FIVE AFT)400m Brick Veneer, gas

,411
Juanita's Flowers

1973 Datsun

Di MILES SOUTH OF Coldwater. 2 acres, $1,950.00

stocked and
teateat-carpetft throughout, grocery-fully
repair shop

Speak for themselves and
convey your love

CUE OUT TODAY AND
SEE OUR FINE LINE OF

SMALL TRACTS OF LAND

LARGE LOT 75'x139' ON CORNER of 16th and Olive, just
acrost street from University.. Great location for you..

'A

Potted Plants

3
4.

CHAMPAGNE TASTE! BEER POCKETBOOK? Then this is
for you! Real nice three bedroom, two bath brick home in
Dexter is priced to sell fast. It must be seen to appreciate
The $16,500 price. It won't be available long!

LOOKING FOR INVESTMENT FOR TAX PURPOSES?
Invest $43,000 in furnished apartments. Build equity, deduct
good depreciation, spend $585.00 from rentals per month.
Located in the heart of Murray's busy area and completely
rented for the fall of 73.

WATCH THE NEWSPAPER FOR
BOWLING SPECIALS TO BEGIN MAY 25th!!
•

Fresh Cut Flowers .iik

4 3

C-O-Z-Y IS THE WORD FOR THIS comfortable little place
Two bedrooms', easy to "keep up", ideal for the young couple
and retired. A real bargain. It's in Tr -City and only
$6,500.00.

INCOME PRODUCING

.4

for Mother

:.

DO YOU WANT in the country' A three bedroom home"
Central heat and air? Trees in the back yard' Carpeted
through out' A garage? Then call us about this home in
Highland Oaks near Almo. It's only $21,500.

SPRING SPECIAL-- OLDER HOME on corner lot in Tr City with plenty of road frontage could be converted to
business property. Call us today to see this bargain! It's only„
$9,900.00.

REAL NICE BRICK HOME CLOSE TO high school. Has
everything yOu want including gracious entry foyer, 3 large
bedrooms, 2 baths, and big family kitchen with built-ins.
Central heat and air of course. Owner will sell for $28,000.00.

Paid Pol. Ad., paid by Bob Miller,
S. 9th Street, Murray

4:

I CAN'T BELIEVE I OWN THE WHOLE THING! That's
what you'll say when you look over this beautiful home with
2acres, located on 641 south. This home has a formal living
/
11
room,formal dining area, delightful kitchen, three bedrooms
and lit baths. A large 2 car garage and its all beautifull
landscaped. It's yours for just $34,900.00.

OLDER HOME ON TREE LINED STREET. Three
bedrooms, fireplace in living room. Use your talents to
transform this place into a charming home of your own. You
can purchase it for $18,750.00.

IT'S ALL TOGETHER-This handsome home has
Averything the modern family desires. A beautiful family
A spec'Foom with fireplace and sliding doors to the patio.wing
hastacular kitchen, and formal dining room. Bedroom
atDouble
closets.
of
plenty
and
bedrooms
2 full baths, 3
$42,000.00.
tached garage. It's brand new too! Look now!!!

ALL

k•
*
ii.
w
o=
ek

A PICTURE'S WORTH A 1,000 words, so go see this country
home 3 miles south of Lynn Grove on Highway 893. It also has
a 2 acre lot. Possession is with deed and is priced at only
$23,400.00.

DON'T BE UPTIGHT! Make this a month to remember,
move into this older house on 94 east. It has three bedrooms,
dining room,living room,full basement, gas furnace and two
air-conditioners. There are are over five acres too
Reasonably priced at $27,750.00.

1635 CATAIJNA COULD BE JUST FOR YOU. Central heat
and air, lots of closets, 3 large bedrooms, 2 baths, carpets.
You can have immediate possession.

Dedicated-Lawyer-Trustworthy

X

''CLEAN ENOUGH TO EAT OFF THE FLOORS." That's
what you'll say when you see this most attractive home on
Catalina. You will love the large kitchen with all built-ins, the
family room, 3 bedrooms, and 1 1,-2 baths. Carpeted and
draped throughout with central heat and air. A real big
bargain for $23,500.00. But Hurry!!!

Friday, May 25, 9:00 a.m.

County Judge

COUNTRY HOMES
DO YOU WANT IT ALL? It's a beautiful brick home in Stella.
It has three bedrooms, two baths, living room, dining room,
large den, with a fireplace, and a seperate game room big
enough for a pool table. To built it new it would cost much
more than the asking price of $35,000.00. Let us show this to
you.

For Redecorating & Repairs
. The Lanes Will Reopen

Miller
Bob Your

753-1607
753-7638

CITY HOMES

APRIL SMART-YOU WON'T BE AN APRIL FOOL...You'll
be an April Smart when you live in THIS all electric home
that doesn't compromise with quality. It's located on Doran
Road and has a professionally landscaped 102 acre lot. Home
has three bedrooms, three baths, plenty of closet space and a
deluxe kitchen. Call us for an appointment. You'll like it.
$48,500.00.

Sunday, May 13, 11:00 p.m

* ELECT *

• )
i

• 247-4525

"AMERICARE"
A Great Name in
Hospital, Surgical,
and Medical Insurance
Since American Republic
Insurance Company dropped
its policyleeS and expanded
the product line on October 9,
1972, new business has increased 40 per cent. We
professional
provide
salesmen with 20 excellent
prospects each and every
week
I. 40 per cent first year
commissions on all A&H
business
Commissions paid
before issuance on all
ASH business
3 Vested Renewals.
4
Commission
advanced on all ASH
business
Many new
men
over
$300
average
weekly
6. Top fringe benefits.
7. Positions open in
several • areas in - Ken-.
, tucky.
If thiS iounds lnterestino
(ontac1. ••
Divisiog Manager
In
American . Republic
nuance Co
1717 West End Avenue, Suite
407
Nashville, Tennessee 37703

•

WANT A second income? For
opportunity to work part time, set
own hours, have financial
security. Phone 753-1470. MaylIC

Help Wanted
WAITRESS
Apply In Person

Jerry's
So 12th Street
'NIP

PEST CONTROL
FOR THE best in pest control
service and termite control call
Superior Exterminating ComTFC
pany,753-7266
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Ellsberg's Attorneys Present
Final Arguments For Dismissal

Committee Unlikely To Act On
Richardson Nomination Before
He Names Special Prosecutor

It\IRRAY STATE WAVE/0o
,
)

Kennedy's questioning wus
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
general supervisor of the Penby a news story that
prompted
Committee
Judiciary
LOS ANGELES (AP) — At- scandal, goes to the jury.
Senate
U.S. District Court Judge tagon papers prosecution.
torneys for Daniel Ellsberg and
appears unlikely to act on El- Nixon had urged Richardson
Petersen acknowledged that
and Deputy Atty. Gen. Henry
Anthony Russo conclude their Matt Byrne has promised that
liot L. Richardson's nomination
E. Petersen not to provide the
last arguments today on why sometime during the day he pictures of the psychiatrist's ofto be attorney general until he
they think the charges against would make a decision on the fice taken by Hunt and develannounces his choice as special information because it might
adversely affect national securtheir clients should be dis- defense motion for dismissal oped by the Central Intelligence
Watergate prosecutor.
missed before the Pentagon pa- based on Watergate and White Agency were delivered to the
One of the Republican mem- ity.
Richardson said this was not
pers trial, now tightly en- House involvements in the Justice Department in October
bers, Sen. Marlow Cook of Ken1972 in connection with the Wameshed with the Watergate case.
tucky, said Wechiesday "that so, testifying "no suggestion
The defense has been press- tergate case, but he said no one
seems to be the sense of the ever came to me that dising for dismissal ever since it realized any link to the Pentaclosure should not be made."
committee."
was first revealed that Water- gon papers case before this
Egil Krogh Jr., a former
The panel continues its quesgate conspirators E. Howard week.
White House aide who headed
tioning of Richardson today.
In their arguments.today, atHunt and G. Gordon Liddy had
Richardson, now secretary of an operation to try to plug
(C.satinsed him Page 1)
masterminded a burglary of torneys for both sides were ortold the committee he leaks of what was regarded as
defense,
indictments.
returned fourteen
the office of Ellsberg's psy- dered by Byrne to speak on the
could name a Watergate prose- national-security information,
The Grand Jury would further chiatrist.
question of whether the case
has taken responsibility for dicutor.
report that they have inspected
Attorneys for Ellsberg and should be thrown out on the
the break-in in which
recting
LeadRepublican
Senate
But
Calloway
of
the public buildings
Russo contend government ac- ground that the government
Sims, Graves County, and Donald W. McCallon, of Calloway County, er Hugh Scott, also a com- two convicted .Watergate deF.
SCHOLARSHIPS—Van
County and would now
tivities uncovered by the has not presented sufficient
received the Dairy-Agri-business scholarships. Left to right, Dr. E. B. Howton, retiring chairman mittee member, said he ex- fendants participated.
respectfully report as follows:
judge's two-week probe of the trial evidence to prove the deRichardson said Nixon's deciprofessor of dairying at Murray State University, McCallon, Sims, and Dr. James C. Martin, pects Richardson's choice will
and
Courthouse
/natter have shown that the de- fendants guilty.
be made known before a vote is sion came after a recommendain the Murray State Agriculture Department.
professor
dairy-economics
The Grand Jury inspected the
They are accused of espionfendants' rights to a fair trial
tion by Atty. Gen. Richard G.
taken on his nomination.
Courthouse and visited each of
age, conspiracy and theft for
were violated.
At the windup of the com- Kleindienst and Petersen, who
the offices. We found the
Asst. U.S. Atty. David Nissen copying the Pentagon papers, a
mittee's first day of hearings, had been directing the Justice
Courthouse to be very clean and
said nothing from the burglary top secret study of U.S. inthe subject had shifted to the Department's Watergate probe
well kept and as a whole looks
was used by the Justice De- volvement in Vietnam, in 1969.
Most of the earlier questionbreak-in at the Los Angeles ofvery good. We wish to commend
partment in prosecuting Ellsthe
centered around
fice of Daniel Ellsberg's psy- ing
Judge Miller and the Fiscal
berg and RUS90 and that the
chiatrist. Ellsberg is on trial in grounds under which a special
Court for the remodeling of the
government's evidence against
Los Angeles for releasing the prosecutor would operate.
Courthouse, and we feel it was
them has not been tainted. He
Richardson said without a
Pentagon papers.
well done.
cash.
campaign
opposes dismissal of the
WASHINGTON (A?) — In a $600,000
change in the law, he must
We do recommend that more
Sen.
by
questioning
Under
This would compare to the
charges.
Van F. Sims and Donald W. personal bid to keep wavering
have ultimate responsibility unspace be provided for the
But the defense team says it
McCallon have received the Republicans in line, President $1.3-million minimum raised at Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., less he should disqualify himhe
that
so
Clerk
County Court
Presithat
testified
Richardson
$6
the
and
events,
off-year
past
will not be satisfied until it has
Dairymen, Inc. sponsored Nixon has promised to get to
self.
may adequately carry out the
scholar- the bottom of the Watergate million raised in one night last dent Nixon never suggested to
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